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INTRODUCTION
This study was undertaken for two reasons : (l) to
survey the species of the family Lymnaeidae in Montana west 
of the Continental Divide ; and (2) to construct keys for the 
identifications of these species» As a result of this study, 
distributional data were collected for much of western Mon­
tana® My interest in this problem stems from ten years of 
collecting land and fresh-water mollusoa in Montana and of 
becoming aware of many of the difficulties encountered in 
separating genera and species®
Very little has been published on any molluscan group 
in western Montana® The records for the Lymnaeidae are 
sporadic® Six new species or subspecies have been described 
from western Montana, and for most of these the only records 
are the original descriptions »
The family Lymnaeidae is a world-wide group of fresh­
water snails, important as intermediate hosts for a large 
number of parasitic worms, particularly those of the family 
Fasciolidae® The anatomical similarity among species with­
in the family as a whole and the variation within any single 
population of one species create a number of unusual t-axo- 
nomic problems®
The first work of any consequence on the family Lymnae­
idae in North America was written by W® G® Binney in his Land 
.ansi Enenh-Mater Bhells af. North America (I865)® Numerous
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authors since then have added to our knowledge of this group 
in North America» Probably the most significant contributions 
have been made by Frank Collins Baker.
Baker spent many years describing the fresh water mol­
luscan faunas of this continent, and his works of 1911 and 
1928 are regarded as basic to the study of the Lymnaeidae 
of North America. Baker considered the Lymnaeidae to consist 
of several genera and a large number of species. However, 
Colton (1914) questioned the generic groupings in Baker®s 
1911 monograph, and suggested that the generic names used 
by Baker be used as subgenera within the single genus 
.Lynmaeao
Baker published many anatomical drawings and radular 
formulae, giving one the impression of a very precise taxo­
nomic system within American lymnaeids. However, several 
works (see below) since Baker have shown that much of his 
data is incorrect. Most of his anatomical drawings are mis­
leading. Eadular formulae are never as consistent as Baker 
descriptions would lead one to believe.
Hubendiok (1951) revised the Lymnaeidae of the world 
based primarily on the shell and on a few characteristics of 
the genitalia. As a result of a careful biometric analysis 
of several populations of the complex species-group Radix 
peregra (L.) in western Europe, Hubendlck came to the con­
clusion that many of the specific names in the Lymnaeidae
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referred to eoological variants of but a few specieso As 
a result, be reduced nearly 1800 specific names to approxi­
mately 40, and included all but a few of the world Lymnae­
idae in the one genus Lyjmmsa.»
Walter (1961) thoroughly studied the anatomy of one 
species of lyranaeid snail, Siagnlcola ama-pginata serrata 
(Haldeman), in an attempt to determine which anatomical 
features would best serve as taxonomic criteria. As a re­
sult of his investigations, he rejected the thesis of P. C. 
Baker, Hubendiok, and others, that the only anatomical 
structures of taxonomic significance are found in the distal 
part of the male genitalia. Particularly, he noted the 
taxonomic value of certain parts of the female genitalia.
His findings indicate that, for the most part, the generic 
groupings used by Baker are valid»
Both Hubendlck and Walter, from somewhat different 
points of view, seem to think that the most reliable taxo­
nomic characters are to be found in the shell.s.
In addition to anatomy, other characteristics have been 
used in the taxonomy of the family Lymnaeidae. Wright 11939/ 
incorporated paper chromatography of fluorescent substances 
in the body-surface mucous in his studles. Burch (196Oa, b), 
in his studies of the chromosomes of aquatic pulraonate snails, 
fo'und that chromosome numbers and the nature of mitotic 
figures can be useful in clarifying systematic relationships
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within the Basommatophorao Bondeson (1950) used the mor­
phology of the egg masses to show taxonomic differences among 
fresh-water snails, primarily on the familial and higher 
levels, but to a certain extent within genera and species.
Recent American authors seem to favor recognition of 
several genera in the family Lytrmaeidaeo Taylor, Walter, 
and Burch (1963, p« 239) stated :
"The fact that varying degrees of re­
lationships within this group can be recognized, 
primarily on the basis of genitalia and radula, 
but to a certain extent from shell sculpture, 
size of nuclear whorls, and other features, is 
a weighty objection to including all species in 
the one genus Lymnaea «"
The generic separations used here are those used by Baker 
(1928)0 The same divisions are used by Zilch (1959-60), and 
are recognized by most recent workers In this country»
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DESCRIPTION OP STUDY AREA
Western Montana, as treated In this paper, consists of 
that area in Montana west of the (Continental Divide® This 
area, of approximately 25>000 square miles, is drained by 
the Clark Pork and Kootenai Rivers® The Kootenai River also 
drains a large portion of British Columbia before it enters 
western Montana® The Clark Pork can be divided into se’ven 
major watersheds (map 1 ), all of which originate in western 
Montana except for a part of the Flathead» The North Fork 
of the Flathead River enters Montana from British Columbia.
Western Montana is characterized by a series of dis­
tinct mountain ranges and intervening valleys (map 4)»
North of Missoula the general trend of these mountain ranges 
is nearly parallel to the Continental Divide, or northwest» 
South of Missoula, the mountain ranges are all oriented in a 
more north and south direction» The intormoncane basins are 
for the most part quite wide, although usually not as wide as 
the intervening mountain ranges » SdulTi of Missoula, the val­
leys are wider and the mountain ranges are more irregular.
During the Pleistocene, a sizeable por' ion oi wester;: 
Montana was glaciated» The moso ex tens i ve g lac iat ion i/jas 
pr-'bably during the Wisconsin stage cf the Pie Is i.-cene » The 
approximate extent of the C ndilletau ice sheet In rhe Wis­
consin stage is shown on map 2» In addition to this exten - 
Give mass of ice from Bi’lflsh C - l.umo ia, "here we-̂ e 1 Deal
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Pleistocene glaciers in the Cabinet Range, the Whitefish 
Range, the Glacier Range, the Flathead Range, the Swan Range, 
the Mission Range, the Bitterroot Range, the Flint Creek 
Range,(John Long Mountains), and the Anaconda Range. The 
Couerdalene, Garnet, and Sapphire mountain ranges were es­
sentially unglaciatedp Also, large portions of the Bitter­
root Range escaped glaciation (Alden, 1953)®
To the south of the Cordllleran ice, much of the low­
land area was covered by Glacial Lake Missoula. This lake, 
of approximately 3>300 square miles, was Impounded by an ice 
dam 2000 feet high on the Clark Fork River near the Montana- 
Idaho border. This lake probably impounded water to an 
elevation of 4-200 feet.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
For this study, snails were collected in all types of 
aquatic environments in western Montana» Most collecting 
was done either by hand picking or by the use of an aquatic 
dip net» Species were determined on the basis of anatomical 
characters » Although the purpose of this investigation was 
to study the family Lymnaeidae, other aquatic molluscs were 
collected »
Snails were prepared for anatomical study by relaxing 
them by means of menthol crystals and then fixing in a 
solution of buffered formalin» After fixation overnight, 
snails were transferred to a solution containing 70^ ethyl 
alcohol and 5 % glycerine»
Snails were dissected in a petri dish which had a dark 
paraffin bottom» This "dissecting tray" was flooded with 
glycerine-alcohol, and dissections were done under a bi­
nocular dissecting microscope» Low magnification (15 
was found to be suitable for most work» Micro-dissecting in­
struments (secured from Clay Adams Co») and fine insect pins 
were used»
Eadular membranes were obtained by heating buccal 
masses in a 5 % solution of potassium hydroxide » After dis­
solving the tissues of the buccal mass, radulae were washed 
first in water and then in alcohol» Permanent slides were 
made using a glycerine-^elly double mount (Mitchell and Cook,
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1952)o It was found that the most satisfactory method was 
to separate the radular membrane from the Jaw and mount each 
separately. As a result, the radular membranes could be made 
to lie flat, thus facilitating microscopic examination.
In examining radulae, care was taken to study the newer, 
more complete teeth near the posterior end of the membrane. 
The older, worn teeth towards the anterior end give an in­
accurate picture of the true nature of the radula. In ad­
dition, at the anterior end, many of the teeth are found to 
be absent from the sides of the membrane.
Descriptions of shells, genitalia, and radulae are 
based on my own observations, and have been compared, where 
possible, with those in the literature.
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THE FAMILY LYI-INAEIDAE Broder Ip, 1839
SHELLS (PI. I, figo l) Dextral (except for a few species 
in the Pacific islands)} colurnellar wall thickened, often 
twisted; spire attenuated to some degree in most species; 
outer lip thin; shell with periostracum.
ANIMALs Foot broad, rounded; tentacles triangular, 
thin; eyes at inner base of tentacles; surface of body some­
what striated. Genital apertures separated; male opening 
behind right tentacle, female opening posteriad to that of 
male system and nearer to pneumostome. Male organs consist 
of penis, preputium, penis sheath, vas deferens, and pros­
tate. Female organs consist of vagina, oviduct, seminal 
receptacle or spermatheca, and albumin gland with associated 
accessory glands. Hermaphroditic organs include ovitestls 
and duct. Preputium and penis sheath with one or more re­
tractors Inserted in colurnellar muscle (PI. I, fig. 2).
With one superior and two smaller lateral jaws. Central 
tooth of radula asymmetrical, with a small cusp to right of 
single central tooth; laterals with two or three cusps; 
marginals generally with as many as six or more cusps (Pi.
II).
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LIST OP WESTERN MONTANA LYMNAEIDAE 
Family LYMNAEIDAE BroderIp, I839
Lamarck, 1799
1» Ly-innaea stagna H r  .jngnlaria (Say) 1817 
2. Jjy.nmaea stagnai!r .b.r.uns.Qixl Russell 1967
Ra.dly Montfort 1810
3o Rasi-y aiir-i cula-rl a (Linne°) 1758
S-tagnlson.a Jeffreys I830 
Subgenus Stagnicola s.s « Jeffreys I830 
Group of ”palustris”
4, Stagnicola palus tris slodes. (Say) 1821
5 , 5..tagnl,QQla paluatrls yjyomingensis Baker 1936
Group of "emarginata"
6, Stagnicola .blmeyl (Tryon) I865
7o Stagnicola elroslana Baker 1935
80 Strag-nlcnla elrodl Baker and Henderson 1933 
9. Stagnicola. omanginata n« ssp.
Subgenus Hlnkleyia Baker 1928
10e Stagnicola .ca.pe.ra.ta (Say) I829 
lia Stagnicola montanensls (Baker) I913
FossaniA Westerlund, I885
12. Fossanla parica (Lea) 1841 
13« Fossarla daULl (Baker) I905 
14. Fossarla mcdlcella (Say) 1825
16. Fossarla nbrussa ro.de.ckl Baker 1936
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KEY TO THE GENERA AND SPECIES OP LYMNAEIDAE
OP WESTERN MONTANA
1 Body isihorl enlarged or swollen, consisting of at least
7 5 % of shell; generally thin and fragile 2
1® Body whorl not significantly enlarged or only slight­
ly enlarged, making up less than 7^%> of shell; shell 
often somewhat thickened, seldom very fragile 4
2 Body whorl greatly enlarged, consisting of approxi­
mately ^ 0 % of shell (PIo III, fig. 13); outer lip 
expanded (flaring); length of shell 25"30 mm; spire 
short, less than length of aperture; radula with 
tricuspid first laterals; penis sheath longer than 
preputlum RadIx anrlcnlarla. (Llnne® )
2® Body whorl enlarged but not greatly, seldom consisting 
of more than 7 5 % of shell; colurnellar wall broad, 
completely closing umbilical area; length of spire 
greater than §■ length of aperture ; length of shell
20-50 tom; radula with bicuspid laterals, first la­
terals occasionally tricuspid; penis sheath less than 
& length of preput ium Ly mnaea. 3
3 Length of spire equal to or greater than length of
aperture (PI. Ill, fig. 1); length 30-50 mm; generally 
distributed Xooanafia stagna 11a a.ppressa (Say)
3 ® Length of spire less than length of aperture (PI. Ill, 
fig. 10); length of shell 2O-3O ram; Flathead Lake
L. stagnai is brunsonl Russell
4 Surface of shell with distinct spiral sculpture (Pi. I,
fig. 1 ); columella generally twisted or with plait; 
often with a red band or varlx parallel to outer lip; 
size of shell varies, 6-30 ram; radula with bicuspid 
laterals (Pi. II, fig. 4) Stagntc.Qla. 5
4® Surface of shell without distinct spiral sculpture,
often with prominent growth lines; columella smooth; 
shell seldom with red varlx near outer lip; shell small, 
generally 3“10 mm; radula with tricuspid laterals 
(PI. II, fig. 4) Züs-sania 11
5 Shell small, length 6-15 mm; spire generally longer than 
aperture; columella smooth, not plicate; surface of
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shell often somewhat hirsute g lower part of oviduct 
globular9 wideg penis wide and thick, with a con­
striction near the center
Subgenus Hinkleyla Baker 10
shell medium, length I3-3O mm; length of spire varies 
in relation to length of aperture; columella usually 
twisted or plicate; lower part of oviduct narrowly 
pyriform; penis slender, with muscular ridges near 
proximal end Subgenus Stagnicola (Leach) Jeffreys6
6 Length of spire greater than length of aperture ; sur­
face sculpture fine, generally not obvious without 
magnification saliiatzls. aljail&s. (Say)
6 c Length of spire equal to or less than length of aper­
ture; surface sculpture coarse, prominent, often 
giving somewhat of a beaded appearance
Group of S±agnlGOla. amarglnata 7
7 With distinct umbilical chink; inner lip forming flat,
shelf-like projection over columella; columella without 
plait 8
970 Inner lip folded over columella closing umbilicusgenerally without umbilical chink; axis twisted, col­
umella with plait 9
8 Parietal wall together with colurnellar wall straight 
or only slightly curved; body whorl ovate; whorls 
somewhat flattened; aperture elongate or ovate; length 
of aperture equal to or greater than width of shell 
(Plo r\T, figs o 22, 23)1 moiuf.italn lakes
£tXpadlan.a. Baker
8° With distinct ang'j.© between parietal wall and colu- 
mellar wall; body whorl globular; whorls rounded 
or angulate; ap©r-*;ure round; length of aperture less 
than width of shei.i, (.Pi* V, figs® 15-19; ; size to 30 
mm; Holland lake .w m rginata"n. ssp®
9 Periostracum yei.l-.-w; b .dy whor:t elongate; axj s twisted; 
aperture var ies fr .'m c ,u del and expanded bo narrowed 
and flattened; spire a : us a ; size to 30 mm® (Pi® V, 
figs® l-l4] ; F .lar head lake
Baker' aiid .Hendars cn
9*̂ Perlost-ra.ura brown; body wh ore g Lobular; ouber edge of
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aperture flatly rounded but not expanded; spire broad; 
size to 20 nun, (PI, IV, figs, 24-26) ; Clearwater River
Stagnieol.a hi-n-nnyi (Tryon)
10 Shell swollen; with raised, spiral ridges of perios- 
tracum which run in incised lines; widely distributed
Stagnicola. capenata (Say)
10* Shell narrowly elongate; surface shiny, without in­
cised sculpture or ridges of perlostraoum; Bitterroot 
Range in Montana Stagnicola. montanensls (Baker)
11 Whorls rounded 13
11* Whorls shouldered or spire whorls flattened (PI, VI,
figs. 14, 15) 12
12 Shell narrow to wide; aperture oval; body whorl rounded 
(shell generally quite variable, spire whorls may be 
flattened or flatly rounded); size 9-13 mm, (PI, VI, 
figs, 13-20); widely distributed
PASjSaJZla Qbruasa (Say)
12° Shell narrow; spire long, narrow ; aperture elongate; 
body whorl flattened; size 9-10 mm, (PI, VI, figs,
21-24); Swan and Clearwater drainages
PQaaarla, bbæimaa .rode g,kl Baker
13 Spire broadly conic; length of spire usually equal to 
length of aperture; sutures not deeply impressed; 
spire whorls may be somewhat flattened; growth striae 
prominent; size ?-15 mm, (PI, VI, figs, 2I-30)
F.ggjsarla mûdâgaHa (Say)
13° Spire acute, turreted; length of spire longer than
length of aperture; sutures generally deeply impressed
14
l4 Inner lip erect, forming a dent or constriction where 
it meets parietal wall; size 3“6 mm, (PI, VII, figs, 
8-12) Fossarla ĉ alll (Baker)
l4° Aperture round ; inner lip not erect, size 4^-9 mm, 
(PI, VII, figs, 3"?) Fassa.r.ia. parva (Lea)
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SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT
Genus LYÎINAEA Lamarck, 1799
Lymnaea Lamarck, 1799» Prodr» Wouv. Clas» Coq»,
P* 75» 1799 (for stiagna.lls„ Linne®)
Shell generally thin as compared to other Lymnaeids; 
spire attenuated, spire whorls flattened, sutures indistinct. 
Last whorl of shell expanded, outer lip seldom flares. 
Colurnellar wall and parietal wall usually continuous? 
umbilicus closed by wide colurnellar wall» Surface sculpture 
consisting of fine impressed spiral lines and closely set 
growth lines » Aperture round to slightly ovate, elongate 
in immature shells » Preputlum large, four or more times 
length of penis sheath. Penis sheath narrow » Generally 
two preputlum retractors, posterior one usually larger. 
Lateral teeth of radula usually bicuspid, although oc­
casional specimens may have first laterals tricuspid »
This genus is accepted in the sense of P. C. Baker 
(1911, 1928) and not as used by Hubendlck (I951)» As 
Hubendlck defines the genus Lymnaea, all of the species 
(here described under several genera) would be included in 
one genus.
LYMNAEA STAGNALIS JUGULAEIS (Say) 181?
(PI. Ill, figs. 1-9)
Lvnmaea .jugular Is Say, Art. Conch», Nich. Encyc », I, no 
pagination, I817»
Lymnaea appressus Say, Jour. Phil. Acad », II, p. I68, 1821. 
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LymriAAA .stagnai la ' a.p.pre s sa Baker, Lynm. Monograph, p. 137»
1911. Elord, Univ. Mont. Bull., 10: 16O, 1902. Elrod, 
Haut., 13: 110, 1902. Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 
13(2 ): 161, 162, 1924. Hubendlck, Lynin. Monograph,
pp. 118, 119» 1951»
Lymnaea stagnalls. ;iugular.ls Baker. Wise. Surv., Bull. No.
70, Pt. I, pp. 198-204, 1928. Henderson, Univ. Colo. 
Studies, 23(2): 115» 1936. La Rocque, Nat. Mus. Canada, 
Bull. No. 129, p. 274, 1953-
SHELL: Elongated, thin, perlostraoum yellowish to
brownish-black. Surface shining, numerous crowded growth 
lines and fine Impressed spiral lines. Whorls six to six 
and one-half, spire whorls flattened or flatly rounded, 
first few whorls Increasing slowly In size. Sutures shal­
lowly Impressed; spire generally longer than aperture, 
Columella wide, covering columellar area; columellar wall 
may have a slight plait (or twist). Body whorl enlarged, 
comprising nearly 3/4 of shell.
Hubendlck (1951) considered the American forms of Lymnaea 
stagnaii s to be distinct from those in Europe, and preferred 
to use Say 8̂ name appressa for the American subspecies. Most 
American authors, however, consider a.ppressa to be synonymous 
with the earlier name
MEASUREMENTS OF SHE LIS: In mm.
Shell Shell 
wld th
Aperture
h e 1 p-h t
Aperture
width
50.9 22.3 27.2 19-3 McWlnnlger48.2 21.5 23.7 16.0 Slough
47-1 20.0 24.3 15-4 tt
40.9 20.6 22.2 16.0 It40.2 18.5 21.1 13-5 If41.5 19.9 21.9 14.8 Spencer Lake
39.5 17o0 19.4 13.3 If
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Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
hmigh-t mlâib. ., lLe.lgIit_ — width—
40.9 16.1 19-5 11-8 Lolo
34.3 14.2 17-4 11.6 "
36 *1 15-6 17- 9 11 » 8 Seeley Lake
25.1 10.9 12.9 8.1
30.2 15.2 17-4 10.9 Kintla
GENITALIAS Preputlum atout, tapering toward distal end. 
Penis sheath small, 1/6 length of preputlum. Proximal por­
tion of vas deferens (before it enters columellar muscle) 
nearly 5 times length of preputlum and penis sheath. With 
one large preputlum retractor and one or more smaller pre­
putlum retractors, one of which may be Inserted on larger 
retractor. Penis sheath retractor narrow, inserted on large 
preputlum retractor.
RADULA; Central tooth as in family. In most specimens 
small cusp on right side of central tooth is indistinct. 
Lateral teeth bicuspid, occasionally first tooth has a small 
endocone. Fourteen to eighteen lateral teeth. Last lateral 
tooth, intermediates, and first few marginal teeth may have 
a small cusp above ectocone. In some specimens, ectocone 
present only in laterals, marginals have no ectocone. Number 
of marginals 18 to 28; total number of teeth on one side
39 to 50-
ECOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION; In western Montana, Lymnaea 
stagnai is jugn^Jaris appears to be generally distributed in 
the Flathead, Swan, and Clearwater drainages to the north of 
Missoula. To the south of Missoula, it has been found only
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in the sloughs along the Bitterroot River (map 4). This 
subspecies is usually found in more or less stagnant water 
(Baker, 1928, p« 202)» In Montana, most of the collections 
are made in relatively clear, still or slowly moving water. 
Elrod (1902a, p. 110) reports this snail from ’'...a small 
pool along the Bitter Root River. A large spring supplies 
the pool with clear, fresh water.” In the larger lakes, L. 
stagnalis. jugularIs is typically found in the more stagnant, 
protected areas ; and when found in rivers (such as the 
Clearwater) it is generally in the quiet pools.
LYMNAEA STAGNALIS BRUNSONI Russell 196?
(PI. Ill, figs. 10, 11)
Lymnaea stagnalis bmmsoni Russell, Naut., 80(4)s 124-126,
1967.
SHELL? Medium in size, light horn in color, surface 
with fine inrpressed growth lines. Whorls flat sided5
sutures indistinct5 body whorl large, rounded. Spire acute, 
nuclear whorl rounded. Apez'ture roundly ovate, elongate in 
immature shells. Inner lip folded over columella leaving a 
narrow umbilical chink. Columella with distinct plait.
Holotype: Height 28.5 mm; width 16.0 mm; aperture
height 17.2 ram; aperture width 11.9 mm. USMU 683584.
Paratypes in the Invertebrate Museum, Department of Zoology, 
University of Montana, and in the collection of the author.
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in thiu
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
helerh t width hmight . . width
28»5 16.0 17» 2 11.9
2?»3 14.8 17.0 11.1
27.7 14.8 13.6 10.825»4 14,8 13.3 10.6
25.3 i4»5 14.9 10.3
24» 9 13.8 13.9 9.724.4 13.6 13*3 10.3
23.7 13.3 13.7 9.7
23.2 13.8 13.9 10.023?2 13.2 13.8 9.3
22.5 12.2 12.8 8,6
21.9 11.8 12.8 8.721» 2 12»5 12.8 9.0
Holotype
Paratype
COMPAEISONS OP SHELLSs This race resembles in shell 
characters the Great Lakes i<, stagnalis sano.taamanlaa Walker 
and io nan1 aAntal Is Hemphill from Lake Whatcom, Washington» 
However, the characters of the genitalia and radula are closer 
to F« C. Baker’s X» stagnalis XULLlanae.» Lymnaea aiagaalls. 
hnnnsnni should not be confused with any other Lymnaeid in 
western Montana except possibly Stagnicola alnocLlo Lymnaea 
stagnai Is brnnsonl can easily be distinguished by its flat 
sided spire whorls » Shells of Lo a» brunsonl can be sepa­
rated from L» atagnal.i s lugulanls (Say) by its smaller size 
and shorter spire»
GENITALIAS Similar to X» s tagna.l.la jugular is,» Penis 
sheath retractor inserted in posterior preputlum retractor» 
Preputlum retractors consist of two heavy muscles. Protrac­
tors two in number» Vas defersas, before it enters columel­
lar muscle, approximately seven times length of penis sheath
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and preputiuTHo Length of preputlum In holotype 3 = 88 mm. ; 
penis sheath I0I5 mm„| vas defems 35 mm.
RADULA (Pl. II, f:1go 2) : Radula with eleven laterals,
first lateral tricuspid in some specimens. Mesocone of 
seventh lateral long and acute, considerably longer than in 
L. S.O jiJgi3la.TlR. Mesocone becomes smaller in laterals eight 
through eleven. Endocone of intermediates with one to four 
cusps. Endocone of marginals one through seven with three to 
six cusps. Marginals eight through twenty-three show a 
gradual reduction in number of cusps. Formulas 23“3”H ”’I“ 
11-3-23 (37-1-37)° In some specimens central tooth shows a 
small cusp on right side of main cusp. Superior jaw well 
arched, higher than in L. js.. jugul.arls. In the one jaw of 
i. brurRori which was examined, the median cusp was worn 
and indistinct.
DISTRIBUTIONS Lymraee. rt;a.gne.1.is brunRoni appears to be 
restricted to Flathead Lake in offshore waters (map 4).
The cosmopolitan occurrence of LymnAAA Rt.agnA.1 i r is 
probably the result of a southward ingress ion from a circum- 
boreal distribution (map 5)0 The northern populations of this 
species were probably adversely affected by glaciation during 
the Pleistocene, along with many other animals and plants.
Few of the organisms which did survive this period were able 
to compete with and to remain distinct from those which later 
moved into these areas. Lymnaea stagnall-s brunsoni lives in
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a restricted environment •which has existed from pre-glacial 
times (Aiden, 1953)o Anatomical and shell characters are 
unique among Morth American lymnaeids, and some features are 
closer to the European forms of Lymnaea. Rtagrial.j R «
Baker (1928) and Walter (I96I) noted that tricuspid 
laterals are seldom found in American LyTrmaoa siLagnaJJLs.»
The presence of tricuspid first laterals in Lo stagnai!s 
•hnnnsnni would posslbly indicate an affinity with the Euro­
pean Lynmaaa stagnai is which, according to Hubendick (I951), 
generally shows tricuspid lateral teeth.
Lymnaea. stagnai Is brunsoni represents a m1crogeograph- 
leal race, and may be considered as a Pleistocene relict.
Genus RADIX Montfort 1810
Ead±:x Montfort, 1810, Conch. Syst., II, p. 226. (for Halite
aurl cularla Linne ® ) .
Shell ovate, spire short, last whorl extremely large in 
proportion to size of shell. Outer lip thin, simple, often 
flaring. Cciuraellar wall reflexed over umbilicus. Umbilicus 
usually open. Preputlum large; penis sheath long and narrow, 
usually as long or longer than preputium. First lateral 
teeth of rad'ula tricuspid, rest of laterals tricuspid or 
bicuspid.
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RADIX AUHICULABIA (Linné»)
(Pl. Ill, figs. 12-15)
Hpil i y ai3-rir..ula.n±a. Linne » . Syst. Nat., Ed, X, p. 77 ,̂ I758. 
Ratify ai3-rloTj_lan.iA Montfort, Conch Syst,, II, p. 226, 1810.
SHELLS Generally thin and fragile, Body whorl rounded, 
inflated, consisting of nearly Q̂̂fo of shell. Spire very short, 
conical; sutures deeply Impressed ; aperture large, flaring in 
old shells. Whorls usually five; length of most shells from 
20 to 30 mm. Most of the shells from western Montana are 
malleated, producing on the shell a decussated pattern. Of 
all the specimens from the Clearwater River, none has shown 
a finished outer lip. Shells from the other populations 
generally have the outer lip finished,
MEASUREMENTS OP SHELLS: in mm.
Shell
height Shellwidth Aperture Aperture . width
29,1 23.6 24.0 16.3 Harper's
26.8 21,1 21.9 14.026 0 6 22.3 21.3 15.5 ri
21.5 15.2 16.0 10.7 ft
19.7 14.8 15.1 11.0 ft19.6 13.6 14.0 9.4 ft
23.2 20.3 20.2 13.3 Elmo Bay
22.7 20.0 19.4 13.0 tl21.8 19.0 17"9 12.0 f6
18.5 14.9 14.9 9.5 tl
Lake
GENITALIA: Penis sheath narrow, nearly as long as pre­
putium , With a prominent bulb-like swelling on distal end of 
preputium. It is often difficult to distinguish between 
penis sheath and vas deferens. With one distal preputium
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retractor which is inserted on columellar muscle near the 
single small penis sheath retractorSpecimens which were 
examined usually had four posterior preputium protractors and 
three anterior protractors.
EADULA (PI, II, fig. 3): First lateral tricuspid, other
laterals generally tricuspid (occasionally, all of the la­
terals excepting the first few are bicuspid). Eleven to 
fourteen laterals. Endocone of first few marginals with 
three or more cusps. Ectocone absent in marginals. Cusps 
reduced or absent in last ten or so marginals. Total number 
of teeth on one side varies between radulae. Usual number 
between 38 and 40 (although as few as 32 and as many as 4l 
have been observed). Formula (based on averages of 13 mem­
branes ): 23-2-12-1-12-2-23 (38-1-38). Baker (1911) for E.
a.i3r 1 milnrin. gives a formula which reduces to: 32-4-14-1-14-
4-32 (50-1-50).
DISTRIBUXTOUg In Montana, iy Aurloulnrin has been 
collected from the Clearwater drainage and from Flathead 
Lake (map 3). In the Clearwater drainage, it has been found 
only in Harper"s lake and in the Clearwater Elver. Both of 
these localities are at the southern end of the drainage.
In Flathead lake, E. Auricularja has been collected at two 
places, both of which are at the southern end of the lake. 
These two localities in Flathead Lake are on the opposite 
sides of the lake.
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A paleartic species, E* aij-rir.iila-rla. has been reported 
from many places in North America, and has always been con­
sidered to be a Byanthropic species. It was introduced into 
North America during the beginning of the twentieth century 
(Hubendick, 1951s P» 153) and now is widely distributed in 
the eastern United States and in the Great Lakes region of 
Canada (La Eocque, 1953)» In addition, this species has been 
collected in California (Henderson, 1932), Utah (Eoscoe, 1950)» 
Nevada (Walter, 1961), Oregon (unpublished data), Washington 
(Eyerdam, 1941), Idaho (Henderson, 1931)» Wyoming (Beetle, 
1961), Colorado (Henderson, 1924, 1935, McCoy, 1964), Montana 
(Brunson and Eussell, unpublished), and southern Alaska 
(Eyerdam, 1941)«
Until the description of Eadiy from the
Pliocene of Oregon by Taylor in 1963, no fossil Lymnaeids 
of the superspecies EaAly A.uricularia. were known to occur in 
North America* In his summary of North American Blancan 
non-marine molluscs, Taylor (1966) has figured two specimens 
which he assigns to Eadlx in_t;ermon-tana (=Eynma&a 1 ilahoenfin s 
Yen, preoccupied)» The shell features of Taylor^s figures 
of Eo .intanmozLhana are indistinguishable from typical E«
Auricnl
The discovery of Eadiy in Pliocene deposits in western 
North America leads one to speculate on the possibility of 
Eadi y cnlarla being native to the Western Hemisphere*
It is my contention that there may be populations of E«
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grjT»i in the northwBstern part of the United States or
the western part of Canada which are the remnants of a late 
Tertiary migration from Asia via the Bering Land Bridge.
The few occurrences of this species in southern Alaska are 
most likely the result of such a migration. This would be 
in accordance with the theory of Roszkowskl (1928) on the 
distribution of Lymnaeids across intercontinental land 
bridges. The populations of A-rln in the eastern
United States, however, are probably all syanthropic.
C. A» Wright (1959) hypothesized that BadlY paregra. and 
E. au-ricni ATI a are respectively the western and eastern 
paleartic derivatives of a common ancestral stock which was 
separated during one of the major glaciations. Hubendick 
(1951, p. 177) considers E. auri_cnd_ar:La. to be Asiatic in 
origin, with E. perAgra, as a secondary offshoot from forms 
similar to E. murl r.ialarna- If either of these theories is 
correct, it would be easy to see how one could account for 
the migration of E. anrlculanla to North America. The ap“ 
parent absence of E. a.uricul_a.ria in most of Siberia may 
correspond to its scarcity in Alaska (map 6 ), and can pro­
bably be explained by considering the effects of glaciation.
The populations of E. anricnla-ria in Montana may be 
relict populations (map 4). Several observations suggest 
this conclusion. In the first place, it is difficult to 
visualize an introduction having occurred in such remote 
and thinly populated areas. Most introductions of such
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molluscs usually occur near larger concentrations of human 
population» Secondly, there has been no apparent movement 
from these areas as seems to be the case when such molluscs 
have been introduced into other areas « Of possibly greater 
significance, all of these areas have somewhat unusual in­
vertebrate faunas, which would indicate that there are other 
relict forms in these areas «
In Flathead Lake, Ignnnaea stagnaLls. bruns on 1 and Siag- 
nlnola aljcodi. are undoubtedly relict forms» In addition, 
Pdsidium 1 dahcsiriso Roper (Brunson, et al, unpublished) is 
very likely a remnant in Flathead Lake» Its distribution in 
Montana and in other parts of North America (Herrington, 1962) 
would suggest this » Presumably, there was open water in parts 
of Flathead Lake during the Pleistocene (Smith, 1966) so that 
Isolated populations conceivably could have survived through­
out this period»
Further study will have to be done on the anatomy of Ea- 
dix from Montana to determine If the above hypothesis of dis­
continuous distribution can be accepted» Possibly a study of 
the morphology of the egg masses lA'cul.d shed some light on the 
problem, inasmuch as the egg masses of Radix have an unique 
morphology among LymnaeId snails (Bondeson, 1950)«
Genus STAGNICO.LA Jeffreys, I830
Stagnicola Leach, Proof-sheets, pp, 141, 145, 1819®
Jeffreys, Linn. Irans», l6(2 )s 376, May 29» Ü.830»
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Surface of shell with spiral sculpture, columella 
generally t'wisted or with plait» Often with a red varlx 
or thickening near periphery of aperture and parallel with 
outer lip» Size and shape somewhat variable ; usually from 
10 to 30 mm» Eadula typically with bicuspid lateral teeth » 
Penis sheath equal to or slightly shorter than preputium»
STAGNICOLA PAIESTRIS ERODES (Say) 1821
(P1» IV, figs » 1-17)
L1 mriPius AlndAs Say, Joum» Phil » Acad » Sel», II, p» 169»
1821»
Llnma-Aa palustriR Elrod, Naut », 15^111, 1902»
TTiTiAAA -nuttalILlana Elroà, Naut», 15*111, 1902»
Gal ba pal ustr i s Baker, Lymn» Monograph, p. 298-315» 1911® 
LymnaAA. palustris Henderson, Univ. Colo» Studies, 13(2): 
168-170, 1 9 2 4.
Sta.grii rola palus tri s Henderson, Univ. Colo» Studies, 23(2) : 
120-1 2 2, 1 9 3 6.
Stagnicola nalustris elodes Baker. Wiso» Surv. Bull», 70(l):
215, 1928»
SHELL: Medium in sizes elongate or elongate ovate ;
usually rather thin» Color varies from pale brown to black» 
Surface dull or shiny» Surface sculpture as in genus, con­
sisting of fine growth lines and impressed spiral lines »
Last whorl or whole shell may be malleated (Pi. P/, figs » 3, 
12, 15)® Occasionally, zebration occurs to greater or lesser 
degree (PI» IV, fig. 16), probably of no taxonomic signifi­
cance (see Hubendick, 1951» P® 37)® Whorls six to seven, 
generally rounded » Sutures vary from shallow to deeply im­
pressed» Length of spire generally greater than length of 
aperture» Aperture rounded, often elongated or expanded » 
Columellar wall usually with plait ; umbilicus narrow or
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closed o
Hubendick (l95l) suggested that the "palnHtrlR" com­
plex might well be called a superspecies, including .aman- 
•gdnata and palnat-rl R as the two main subdivisions. Stagnl- 
ROla palus,t;r,la is an European species. American 2.» pallia.” 
±nls seems to be distinct anatomically, so that the American 
species should bear Say *̂3 name al.odan _ Baker (1928) has
used this terminology, calling the American species Stagnl- 
nnXa palnRt-ria (Say)»
In this paper, the western Montana forms of 2. palnRtrla 
are Included under the one name» This is because at this 
time no pattern or consistency (either in shell features or 
in distribution) can be demonstrated in the many populations 
which have been studied. The works of Baker (1911) and Hen­
derson (1924, 1936) include descriptions of many western 
lymnaeids which belong to the one protean species 2» paJjua- 
tris.» Most of the "species** referred to by Baker and Hen­
derson (such as Xaa±, JtraBkll, and magi ster ) can be repre­
sented by a few individuals from single populations of 2. 
pa,lus.tr,ls in western Montana» (For example, compare
Plo XXXIX, figSo 1-3 of 2» i B s X  in Bakers monograph, and 
P1» II, fig. 7 in this paper.) The one exception to this 
in western Montana is the form 2. p. Myomlngensis Baker 
which is quite consistent in the population at Byme Re­
sort . Consequently, 2. p. wyomingensia is treated here 
as a separate subspecies.
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MEASUREMENTS OF SHELLSs in mm.
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Ealght, W1 th -üalëbiL.
33.0 14» 0 13.1 10.2 Kintla30»! 13»8 14.4 9.9 II29.8 14»3 16.0 10.0 It
27.3 12»3 13.8 9.2 ft26.4 12»3 13.0 8.1 ft
26»0 12.4 13.3 8.9 tl23.6 12»3 14.3 9.2 ft24»3 11» 3 12.2 8.2 Turah Ponds24»4 12»3 13.0 9.0 II
22.9 11.0 11.4 7.4 It22o8 10.8 11.9 7.7 II22»! 11.0 12.0 8.8 II20c3 10.4 11.0 7.2 It20*0 10.4 10.9 7.0 It
19.9 10,1 10 c 9 7.0 It
19.1 9.2 9.1 6,4 IT
17.9 8.8 9.0 6 0 0 IT16»0 8.9 8.6 3.3 It
13.9 8.3 8.8 6.3 It13.8 8.1 7.9 3.4 It
13.1 6 » 9 6.9 4.2 If24» 3 12.9 13.8 10.0 Ponds near21 »0 10.2 11.4 7.1 Deep Creek20»7 11.2 12.3 8.4 II19.1 9.0 9.9 6.4 II
16 » 5 8.9 10.3 6,4 It
13.0 6.7 7.4 4.8 Salmon Lake
11.9 6.3 6.9 4.0 It11» 8 6.0 60 5 4.3 II
11»3 3.9 6.2 4.0 It11» 4 6 0 3 6»3 3.9 If11.0 3.3 6.1 3.8 It
GENITALIAS Preputiuni long, slender, nearly uniform in 
diameter throughouto length of preputium almost twice 
length of penis sheath « With single heavy preputium re­
tractor Inserted at the junction of preputium and penis 
sheath» Penis sheath narrow, about 1/3 the diameter of pre­
putium» Penis sheath with bulbous expansion at the distal 
end » Proximal portion of vas deferens 1| times length of
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preputium and penis sheath» With two anterior preputium 
protractors which divide several times before attaching to 
preputium® Penis sheath retractor somewhat longer than 
length penis sheath, and inserting on columellar muscle 
slightly posteriad to Insertion of preputium retractor.
RADULAs Laterals bicuspid, although very seldom a 
few lateral teeth will have a small endocone bearing from 
1“4 cusps. Number of laterals 8-12, average 9. Inter­
mediate teeth with unicuspid endocone ; usually three, four, 
or five intermediates, an occasional specimen with 2 or 6. 
From fifteen to 23 marginals (as few as fourteen is rare), 
average number nineteen® Total number of teeth on one side 
26-36 (as few as 22 and as many as 37 have been observed), 
average number 33» Using the average numbers, the formula 
would bes 19-4”9”1‘*0“4“19 (33“‘1“33)® This is very close to 
that given by Baker (1928, p. 215 ) for palus tris jalMas.: 
21-4-9-1-9-4-21 (34-1-34) .
DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY; Stagnicola palustris elodes 
is widely distributed in western Montana (map 7)® This 
snail is typically found in stagnant or slow moving bodies 
of water. It is seldom found in permanent waters such as 
the larger lakes and rivers. This snail is characteristic 
of most waters that are temporary or that have a seasonal 
fluctuation in depth.
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STAGNICOLA PALUSTRIS WYOMINGENSIS Baker 1927 
(Pl. IV, figs, 18-21)
Stagnicola nalustris Mvomingensis Baker, Naut,, 40(3):
84-, 85, 1927, Henderson, Univ, Colo, Studies, 23(2)
123, 1936
Lyranaea palustris wyomingensis Henderson, Naut., 47(3): 
122-124, PI, 14, fig, 2, 1934,
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION: "Shell differing from typical
palustris iu being more scalarlform, having a more 
obese body whorl, a longer and more acute spire, 
which is pyramidal, and with more tightly coiled 
whorls, the spire being longer than the aperture, 
which is rounder, not elongate-ovate. There is 
usually a distinct umbilical chink, which is ab­
sent or but feebly developed in typical pad ustris,
L, 19»5» N, 9,0; Ap,L, 9,0; W, 4,5 mm. Type U. of 111,, 
Z21682
L, 19,5; ¥, 9,0; Ap,L.9,0; W, 4,2 mm, Paratype U, of 
111, Z2I683
L, 19,0; W, 9,5; Ap,L,8,8; W. 4,5 mm, Paratype,U, of
111., Z21683,
L, 18,5; ¥, 7®3s Ap,Lo7 = 3; ¥, 3"8 ram, Paratype,U, of
111.,Z21683
Type locality: Slough 10 miles south of Lander, 
Wyoming, Types: University Museum, Z21682, Z21683;
Acad, Nat, Sol, Phila,, 141866; University Museum, 
Colorado.
The new variety will probably be found widely 
distributed in the mountain regions of Wyoming, Utah, 
Montana, and Colorado,"
(Baker, Naut,, 4o(3 ): 84, 85, I927)
MEASUREMENTS OF SHELLS : in ram.
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Hfii ght Width Height Width
26.5 11.5 11,9 8,4
24,9 10,9 10,9 7,722,0 9,7 10,5 7-3
21,2 8.7 9.3 6,4
20.5 8.6 9.5 6,1
16,9 7.3 7,4 4,9
Byrne Resort
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DISTEIBUTION AM) ECOLOGY: In western Montana, this form
has been collected only at Byrne Hesort, approximately J O  
miles east of Missoula (map 7)0 This area Is very old geo­
logically (Alden, 1952) and the ponds here are kept warm by 
spring water from the Bearmouth Fault » The ponds all have 
thick deposits of marl; something which Is not common In 
western Montana<,
This subspecies can readily be separated from other 
forms of 2.0 palustrIs. in western Montana by Its scalarl­
form shape and more evenly rounded whorls «
GROUP OF EMABGINATA
This uniquely American group of Stagnicola species Is 
characterized by generally having a heavier shell than does 
2 o palustrIs and by inhabiting clear, usually well-oxygenated 
waters such as lakes or rivers. Members of this group are 
never found In temporary or stagnant bodies of water* The 
shell has a well-marked surface sculpture, often giving the 
shell a beaded appearance* The shell Is generally shorter 
than palustris and the aperture is usually more rounded*
Hubendick (I951) suggested that all the forms belonging 
to this group be included in the one species, Lymnaea. 
emarglnata (Say)* Stagnicola aplclna and 2 o idahoensls 
(Appendix B) are Included by Hubendick In this species*
In this paper, the forms belonging to this complex are
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treated under the separate specific designations» They 
probably more correctly should be given subspecific rank in 
the species emarglnata (Say), but to avoid any more con­
fusion at this time, the names are used as they have appeared 
in the literature» Further studies on other forms in this 
group from throughout North America may indicate that 
Hubendick was correct in lumping these forms under the one 
specific name»
On the basis of the morphology of the genitalia and 
radula, I have seen no essential differences between the 
various members of this group which I have studied» The 
shells of the forms belonging to this specles-group over­
lap in the range of variation» The only real isolating fac­
tors are environmental and geographical» The distributions 
of these forms are shown on map 8»
Walter (personal communication) thinks that there is 
more involved here than simple ecological variation. He says, 
instead, that there is probably microgeographleal genetic 
variation of an exceedingly complex nature with some super­
imposed genetic variation. I believe that these are probably 
in the process of developing into distinct species» Breed­
ing experiments with these forms, which in nature are iso­
lated, may eventually serve to clarify some of the relation­
ships »
It is likely that in western Montana these are all 
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relict types; each is either restricted in its distribution, 
or is endemic to a particular lake or river drainage.
STAGNICOLA BINNEYI (Tryon) I865 
(PI. IV, figs. 24-26)
Limnaea binneyi Tryon. Amer. Jour. Conch., 1: 229» 1863. 
Ingersoll, 8th Annual Eept. Hayden Surv, (I874), p,
406, 1876.
Galba binneyi Baker, Lymn. Monograph, p, 440, 1911»
Xyimaea binneyi Henderson, Univ, Colo, Studies, 13(2): 172, 
1924,
Stagnicola binneyi Baker, Wise, Surv., Bull. No. 70» Pt. I, 
pp. 24l, 249» 250, 1928, Henderson, Naut,, 47(1): 1-3» 
1933" Henderson, Univ. Colo, Studies, 23(2): 116, 117» 
1936. La Rocque, Nat. Mus. Can., Bull. No. 129» P* 275,
1953.
SHELL; Medium in size, spire short, body whorl glo­
bose; spire whorls flatly rounded, sutures not deeply im­
pressed. Length of aperture generally greater than length 
of spire. Columellar wall completely closing umbilicus or 
leaving a small chink. Columella plaited. Outer lip may 
be somewhat expanded, but never flares. Surface sculpture 
prominent, usually giving shell a beaded appearance. Shell 
covered with a brown perlostracum.
MEASUREMENTS OP SHELIS: in ram.
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Height Width Length WiU th
22.3 13.8 13.7 9.1 Clearwater
19.9 12.3 11.8 7.8 River
19.7 12.4 11.7 8.2 II19-3 12.0 11.7 7.8 II18,8 11.6 11.2 7.5 II18.8 10.7 10.2 7.3 II18.4 11.3 11.3 7.2 II
18.3 11.4 11.0 7.9 II18.2 11.0 11.0 7.3 If
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Aperture ApertureHA1 p r-h f: Width Length Width
17.8 11» 2 11.4 7,9 Clearwater
17.5 10»8 10»4 6.6 River17,2 11.0 10» 9 7.317.2 10.3 10»3 7,3 It17*0 11» 0 10.8 7.0 It16» 6 8»? 9o7 6 01 It15 08 9o3 9,7 6 » 9 It
15«7 10.0 9» 6 6.7 It
13,7 9.7 10.2 606 It13.4 11 »1 11» 2 7,0 It13.4 10.6 10»3 7.4 It
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION: "Shell globosely inflated.
spire moderate. convex; apex acute ; sutures im-
t»
pressed; aperture suboval, outer lip very convex.
Inner lip broad, folded, sharp-edged, not appressed 
to the body, and exposing a moderate umbilicus; sur 
face shining, densly crowded with fine striae of 
grow th,
Dimensionso Length 19 millimetres, diameter 
13 mill; length of aperture 13 mill», width 6 mill 
Habitato Hell Gate River, Oregon» W» G» Blnney 
(Tryon. Amer » Jour» Conch», 1: 229,
I865)
GENITALIAS Penis sheath shorter than preputium, with 
small knot on distal end of penis sheath» Preputium re­
tractors two; posterior preputium protractors two, smaller 
than retractors » Poster ior protractors generally divide 
just before they insert on preputium» Penis sheath re­
tractor long, narrow, inserted either on most distal pre­
putium retractor or at insertion of that muscle on columel­
lar muscle»
RADULA: Laterals bicuspid, occasionally ectocone of
last few laterals has two cusps » A few of last lateral 
teeth may have a small endocone (this has never been seen to
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be characteristic of all of the last laterals of any one 
membrane). Number of lateral teeth 9-14, average eleven. 
From two to five intermediates, occasionally just one* 
Average number of intermediates, three* Rarely a few inter­
mediates may have a bicuspid ectocone. Between 14 and 21 
marginalsj average 17« Formula (using average figures), 
17“3“11“1-11"“3-17 (31-1-31 ) « In one membrane examined, last 
lateral to right of central tooth was serrated on medial 
side, but this cannot be said to be characteristic-
DISTRIBUTION; The only forms from western Montana 
which can be assigned to this species with any certainty 
are those from the Clearwater and Blackfoot Rivers. Certain 
shells of el-podl from Flathead Lake resemble this spe­
cies, but the flaring outer lip which is often seen in 5* 
elrodi is not characteristic of 2.o binneyi. Also, consider­
ing the total range of variation of 2 .̂ elrodi, there should 
be no problem in separating the two forms *
In discussing the status of Stagnicola binneyi. Baker 
(1927) has stated:
”A re study of bimevl. apicina, and sol Ida 
leads the writer to change completely the opinion 
given in the Monograph of the Lynmaeidae con­
cerning these species* Binneyi is a river species, 
its type locality being the Hell Gate River,Montana, 
which is a tributary of the Columbia, the Pacific 
coast drainage* All authors have confused several 
species with the true blnnevl. which should be 
restricted to river forms conforming to the 
diagnosis and figure of Tryon in the Jour* Conch., 
p. 229, pl« 23, fig* 3o This is different from 
the lake shells under consideration, which all
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have a short spire and a differently shaped 
aperture."
The type locality of blnnevl was given by Tryon as 
the "Hell Gate Elver, Oregon." Baker C19II) and others have 
considered that the Hell Gate Elver In whIch the specimens 
were originally collected was In western Montana. Henderson 
(1936) stated that he was unable to find any lymnaeids in 
the Hell Gate Elver, Montana. The specimens of binneyi 
which have been collected In Montana were from the Clearwater 
and Blackfoot Elvers, approximately 30 miles east of the 
junction of the Blackfoot Elver with the Clark Fork* The 
Clark Fork Elver was formerly known as the Hell Gate Elver.
STAGNICOLA ELRODIANA Baker, 1935 
(PI. IV, figs. 22, 23; PI. V, fig. 20)
Llirmaaa emanglnata Say, var. mon tana Elrod, Trans. Amer. Mlcr.
Soc., 22; 76 , 1901 (not described here).
■Ll.nma.e.a emanglrata "a small variety" Elrod, Univ. Mont. Bull.,
10: 107, 1902.
Ximnaea emarglnata Say, var. mon tana Elrod, Naut., 13 : H I  t 
1902. Elrod, Bull. Univ. Mont., Biol. Ser., 3: 112,
173» 1902. Keep, West Amer. Shells, p. 314, 1904.
Galba montana Baker, Lymn. Monograph, p. 436, 437, 1911* 
Xvinnaea mont ana Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 13(2): 172, 
1924.
jStagnlcPla mon tan a. Baker and Henderson, Naut., 4?(l): 31,
1933.■Stagnicola elrod i ana Bakar. Naut., 4?: 68, 69, 1933 «
Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 23(2): 120, 193^.
SHELL; Medium to large In size ; spire elongate, whorls 
well-rounded, sutures Impressed. Aperture round or slightly 
elongate, body whorl ovate, length of aperture generally 
less than either length of spire or width of shell. Inner
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lip usually straight or only slightly curved, reflected and 
forming a broad, flat expansion over the umbilical area* 
Umbilical chink large * Axis generally somewhat gyrate 
(twisted), but columellar wall seldom with a plait* Whorls 
have appearance of being coiled somewhat obliquely. Surface 
sculpture coarse, giving shell a rough, beaded appearance.
MEASUREMENTS OF SHELLS; in mm,
Shell ShellHeiP-ht Wlrt-hh Aperture Heip-h t
Aperture 
Wia th
29.6 14.4 15.7 9*428.0 14.8 15.1 9.926(broken) 15.2 13.5 10.9
25.3 12*2 13.0 8.7
25.1 12*0 12*2 8*1
24.2 12.0 12.5 7*8
23.2 12.3 12*2 8*3
22.5 12.3 12*2 8*5
McDonald Lake
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION: "Shell large, globose, thin
and fragile; of a light horn color, in many cases 
tending to light pearl gray, in many instances 
there is an abrupt line between the lighter portion 
and the horn colored portion, the lighter portion 
being next to the aperture; the last whorl con­
stituting about three-fourths the length of the 
shell; malleations obscure or absent, distinguish­
able in occasional specimens; lines of growth fine, 
and quite regular; spire short, consisting of three 
obliquely twisted whorls and the nucleus ; suture 
well impressed; aperture about two-thirds as long 
as wide; outer lip thin, acute, inner lip reflexed 
near its junction with the columella*
Length 27 mm* Greatest width I3.25 mm. Width 
of aperture 10*25 mm. Length of aperture 14*70 mm. 
Whorls, 5.
The species is found sparingly in Sin-yale-a-min 
lake in the Mission range of western Montana, and 
abundantly in McDonald lake, some 15 miles north 
of the former* A few were taken in Swan lake, on 
the opposite side of the range*”
(Elrod, Naut *, 15: 111, 1902)
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GENITALIA (specimens from McDonald Lake): Preputium
large, cylindrical, diameter 1/5 of lengthc Penis sheath 
large, length greater than § length of preputium. Diameter 
of penis sheath i diameter of preputium, Preputium retrac­
tor broad, strap-like, twice width of penis sheath retractor* 
Penis sheath retractor inserted on preputium retractor near 
insertion of the latter on columellar muscle* With three 
posterior preputium protractors and four anterior protrac­
tors . Distal protractors are longest. Penis sheath ex­
panded distally. Penis with prominent penial knot. Pros­
tate with a single fold.
Mantle edge wide, fleshy. Vas deferens easily seen 
through body wall just posteriad to right tentacle,
EADULA; Laterals bicuspid, number of laterals IO-I7, 
average eleven. Average number of intermediate teeth five, 
with three, four, or five being most common* (In many 
membranes, it is difficult to distinguish the intermediates; 
there is a gradual transition from laterals to marginals, 
and each horizontal row in one membrane may not be the same,) 
Endocone of first marginals with one to four cusps ; as many 
as five cusps on some marginals. Ectocone becomes larger in
first four or five marginals, and usually disappears by 
tenth marginal. Mesocone generally not diminishing in size 
in outer marginals (although the number of cusps on the en- 
dooone becomes less). Average number of marginals 23» with 
as many as 26 and as few as 15« Usual number from 18 to 24.
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Formula (using average figures): 23“5”11“1”11”5”23 (39”1“ 
39).
DISTRIBUTION: In western Montana, this species has
been found in several lakes high in the Mission Range, par­
ticularly at the southern end. Specimens which tentatively 
can be assigned to this species have also been collected in 
several other western Montana lakes. In addition. Beetle 
(1961) has reported this species from Wyoming* Until ana­
tomical studies can be completed on specimens from all of 
these areas, the total distributional range of Stagnicola 
elrodiana will remain uncertain. Anatomically, S, 
iana is somewhat distinct from all the other species in the 
group of emarglnata in western Montana,
STAGNICOLA ELRODI Baker and Henderson, 1933 
(PI. V, figs. 1-14)
Stagnicola elrodl Baker and Henderson, Naut,, 4?(l): 30-32,
1933. Henderson, Naut., 47(3): 124, PI. l4, fig. 5»1934.
Lymnaea elrodi Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 23(2): 118,
PI, I, fig. 5, 1936.
SHELL; Medium to large, apex acute, elongate, spire 
whorls well rounded. Sutures vary, may be deeply impressed 
or shallow. In most specimens, sutures are indistinct.
Outer lip rounded or flattened, often narrowed. Many speci­
mens have outer lip expanded. Shells in which aperture is 
narrowed may have anterior portion of aperture twisted, 
producing an S-shaped curve in columellar wall (as in PI, V,
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fig. 2 )e Columellar wall plicate. umbilical chink small.
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
H(=ii P-h-h Width . He igh_t_ . Width
22.5 14.2 14.2 10.3 Yellow Bay,
21,3 11.8 13.6 9.9 Flathead Lake
20.9 12.9 13.6 9.3 tt
20.7 12.1 12.5 9.2 If
20. 0 12.0 11.5 8.8 tf
19.9 12.0 11.8 8.2 ft19.8 13.2 12.6 10.0 It
19.6 12.7 12.7 9.3 It
18.9 10.9 11.0 7.4 If18.8 11.4 10.9 7.7 tl
17.9 10,5 10.6 7.7 II
17.6 10.6 10.7 7.4 ft
16.7 10.2 9.7 6.9 It16.0 9.4 8.8 6.6 tt
29.2 17.0 18.1 12.0 Elmo Bay,27.0 15.0 15.1 9.2 Flathead Lake
26.7 13.9 15 »o 9.9 tl
26.7 13.6 14.6 8.7 tt
26,5 l4. 6 15.3 9.9 tt
26.0 14.0 14.6 10.1 tt
25.9 14.8 13.8 10.3 ft
25.7 14.8 14.2 10.1 tt
25.3 13.4 14.4 9.0 tt
24.9 13.9 13.0 8.5 II24.3 13.9 13.6 9.3 tt
22.0 14.8 13.4 8.7 tl
20.7 12.4 11.5 8.6 tl20.2 11.4 11.4 7.9 tf15.8 9.6 9.4 7.0 Coll. M.J. Elrod,
1897 (probably 
east shore near 
Big Fork, Elmo 
Bay, Flathead 
Lake.
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION; "Shell large, fusiform, rather 
thin, light to dark horn color; surface shining with 
well marked growth lines crossed by incised spiral 
lines; whorls 6^, well rounded with deep sutures; 
nuclear whorl dark wine colored; body whorl large, 
convex; spire very acute, forming a well marked 
pyramid; aperture ovate in adult, elongate ovate 
in immature shells; outer lip thin, without varieeal 
thickening; inner lip wide, flattened, emarginate, 
reflected over the umbilical region leaving only a 
very small umbilical chink; columellar axis with
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strong plait; color of aperture light brownish or 
pinkish*
langth 24*5 mm*, diam* 13*6 mm*, aperture 
length 15 mm*, diam* 7*8 mm* Holotype* Adult*
Two immature paratypes measure 18X5*6 mm»,
10x5*1 mm*, and 18X 9*8 mm*, 11*5 x 5 »6 mm*
Type localitys West shore Flathead ^ake, 13& 
miles north of ^olson, Montana* Types : Museum
Natural History, University of Illinois, No»
Z3378O; University of Colorado Museum, No* 19134.”
(Baker and Henderson, Naut *, 47(1);
30-32, 1933.)
GENITALIA (specimens from Flathead Lake); Preputium 
stout, length slightly more than twice width* Penis sheath 
§ as long as preputium; with a prominent bulblike swelling 
on its distal end. Preputium retractor a broad, strap­
like muscle; penis sheath retractor similar* With one large 
posterior preputium protractor muscle and one or more small 
posterior protractors*
EADULA; laterals tricuspid, from 10 to 15 lateral 
teeth* Mesocone of laterals long and acute, becoming 
longer towards marginals. Difficult to distinguish between 
lateral and intermediate teeth* Endocone becomes bicuspid 
at about fifteenth to twentieth tooth, and then seldom 
develops more than two cusps* Occasionally serrations or 
extra cusps present on medial side of most teeth in a longi­
tudinal row (but this is not characteristic)* Often a few 
teeth in a single longitudinal row with an endocone with 
three cusps* (In one membrane examined, all the teeth in 
the 21st row on the right and the 23rd row on the left had
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4 cusps on the endocone, while the rest of the marginals 
had no more than two cusps.) Usual number of teeth on one 
side of horizontal 35, The greatest number was 39»
DISTRIBUTION; Stagnicola elrodi has been found to be 
widely distributed in Flathead Lake (map 5 )» and anatomical 
and shell characters would seem to separate it as a distinct 
race. The robust shape, heavy shell, and coarse beaded 
sculpture would place it in the "emarglnata" group of Stag- 
nlcola» A very interesting relationship between environ­
ment and shell shape can be seen in the various populations 
of this species in Flathead Lake. The shells from the 
protected bays, primarily on the west shore, are high-spired 
with a narrow or small aperture (as in PI. IV, figs. 1-6). 
However, shells found in exposed areas on the east shore 
have a larger aperture and a shorter, broader spire than 
those from the more sheltered areas (PI. IV, figs. ).
The shells from exposed areas are generally smaller than 
shells from areas which are less exposed. Specimens from 
Seeley Lake (PI. IV, figs. I3, l4), probably collected at 
the southwest end, are very similar to those from the west 
aide of Flathead Lake.
STAGNICOLA EMARGINATA n. ssp.
(PI. V, figs. 15-19)
SHELL; Large, whorls rounded or slightly angulated. 
Spire broad, sutures well-marked; aperture round or ovate.
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often narrowed anteriad» With a distinct umbilical chink, 
inner lip forming a flat shelf-like projection over columel­
la = Inner lip forming a distinct angle at junction of col­
umellar wall and parietal wall » Inner lip without plait, 
Body whorl globose, length of aperture generally less than 
width of shell,
MEASUBEMENTS OF SHELLSs in mm.
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Height Width Height W i d th
28.4 18,3 17-1 12.828.4 17.8 17.9 12.728.0 20.6 17.4 12.9
26,7 16,4 13.9 9.1
26,0 17.6 13.7 11,1
25.5 16,5 15.0 10.9
25.3 17.3 13.3 10,7
25.3 17.1 13.3 11.3
25.5 15-8 13.3 9.9
25.3 13=4 13.2 12.025.2 17.3 13.2 10.9
25.1 13.3 13.3 10.624,8 16,0 13.4 9,4
24.7 18.1 l4 0 6 11.024,6 13*2 14.7 10,6
24.2 13.8 13.0 11.924,0 14,7 14,0 9.724,0 14.4 14.0 9.4
23.9 13.2 13.3 10.9
23.7 14.3 14,1 9.123,6 13.3 13.9 9.4
23.3 13.3 14.1 10.323.4 13.8 14.2 10,1
23.3 16.1 13.2 10.3
23.3 13.7 14,6 11,5
23.3 13.0 14.8 10.8
23.2 13.6 14,8 10.8
23.0 13o3 14.0 10,722,6 13.8 14,4 10,7
22,6 13.0 14,1 10,3
22,4 13.9 13,4 9.422,0 15.4 13 = 4 10,1
21.5 14.9 12.9 9.7
21,5 14.8 12,8 9.321.2 13.3 12,8 10,0
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Shell
Height
Shell
Width
Aperture 
Heigh t
Aperture 
W idth
20.5 15o2 12.8 9.3
20.5 13.7 11.8 9.120.0 18,2 18.1 7.719.4 13.8 11.4 8.318.8 12.4 11.7 7.6
18,3 11.9 11.9 7.418.3 11.8 11.6 7.1
16.9 11.0 11.4 6.616.3 11 cl 10.0 6.716.3 10.9 10.8 7.214.8 10.3 9.8 6.1
14.1 8.6 8.8 5.4
GENITALIA; Preputium cylindrical, stout, length ap­
proximately three times diameter. Length of penis sheath 
slightly less than length of preputium. Penis sheath some­
what bulbous on distal end. Preputium retractor consists of 
a single large muscle. Proximal portion of vas deferens 
nearly three times length of preputium and penis sheath. 
Preputium protractors rather obscure; one anteriad and one 
or two posteriad.
RADULA; laterals bicuspid; twelve or thirteen laterals, 
occasionally eleven. In one specimen, the first lateral had 
a small endocone. Mesocone long, obtusely pointed in last 
laterals. Usually two to four intermediates, rarely as many
as seven. Intermediates with endocone nearly as long as
mesocone. Number of marginals varies from 21 to 24, with
usual being 21. Endocone of marginals generally with two 
to four cusps. Ectocone remains until near end of row of 
marginals. (In one membrane with 24 marginals, the twenty- 
third marginal tooth had a total of eleven cusps. This
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same speoimen had fourteen laterals on the left side of the 
central tooth, but apparently had sustained some injury be­
cause the extra teeth were malformed.) Formula (using 
average figures): 21-3-12-1-12-3-21 (36-I-36), For Stagnl-
Gola emarginata. Baker (1928, p. 23?) gives formula:
23- 2- 10- 1- 10- 2-23 (35- 1- 35 )-
DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGÏ; This snail has been found 
only In Holland Lake in the southern end of the Swan River 
drainage (map 8). It will probably be found eventually in 
other lakes in that area. Holland Lake has very clear, un­
polluted water, and these snails have been collected near 
shore and slightly offshore in deeper water. They are 
usually most abundant in areas which have a rocky or gravel­
ly bottom.
Genus STAGNICOLA, Subgenus HINKLEYIA Baker, 1928
Hinkle via (subgenus in S.tagnicola ) Baker, Wise. Surv. Bull. 
No. 70, Pt. I, pp. 259, 260, 1928. Taylor, et al., 
Malacologie, 1(2): 239, 1963»
SHELL: Small, compared to other species of Stagnlcola.
Nuclear whorl relatively large as characteristic of the 
genus Stagninnla^ Spire generally longer than aperture. 
Columellar wall without plait or only slightly twisted. 
Spiral sculpture well developed.
GENITALIA: "Penis sheath and penis very short and
thick, terminal portion of penis short and conical; vas
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cTeferens very thick; lower prostate flattened, weakly folded, 
roufdily D-shaped; va,f̂ inal sphincter vjell developed, some- 
what eccentric, but not ball-like.” (Taylor, et al,, 1963»
p. 239),
RADULA: Essentially same as other species of Sta.gni-
cola, vjith characteristic bicuspid laterals, Apparently 
(based on my own observations on montanensis and the
figures given by Baker and others for caperata). number 
of laterals generally less than in Stagnicola a.. .sJir<=
This subgenus is used here as it was redefined by 
Taylor, et al,, in I963. The subgenus BlnklayjJl was 
erected by Baker (1928) to include the species Shagnicola 
-capera.ta. (Say), Hlnkleyla was redefined to include 
.montanensis (Baker) and pllsbryi (Hemphill) (Taylor, et 
al,, 1963).
STAGNICOLA CAPERATA (Say), 1829 
(PI. VI, figs. 1-8, 19, 20)
Xymneus caperatus Say, Nevj Harmony Disseminator, p* 230, 
1829.■Galba .c.aperata Baker, Lymn, lionogr. , p . 225, 1911.
Xy.mnaea cao.erata Henderson, Univ. Colo, Studies, 13(2 ):
165, 1924. Elrod, Univ. Mont. Bull., 10: I73, 1902. 
stagnicola aap.gxa,ta caperata Henderson, Unlv, Colo Studies,
23(2 ): 118, 1936,■S.tagnicola caperata Taylor, et al,, Malacologia, 1(2): 237- 
:2 8:1, iLSff;:).
SHEXX: Shell small, size 5 to 12 mm, (although speci­
mens have been collected in eastern Montana which reach
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15 mm* In length); turreted, elongate to globose; aperture 
round or slightly ovate. Inner lip thin, closely appressed 
to body whorl. Colutnellar wall forming a flat extension 
over the umbilicus leaving a prominent umbilical chink. 
Whorls globose, 4%̂  to 5 whorls; sutures indistinct, occa­
sionally deeply impressed- length of aperture equal to or 
slightly greater than length of spire. Penultimate whorl 
nearly as broad as body whorl. Nuclear whorl small, round­
ed. Surface sculpture of fine incised spiral lines and 
many crowded, fine growth lines. Surface sculpture very 
distinct, giving appearance of many rows of small crescents; 
convex side of these crescents points towards aperture.
Many specimens have raised spiral ridges of periostracum 
running in these incised spiral lines. Immature shells are 
globose in shape (PI. VI, fig. 2), very similar to the young 
of Stagnicola bulimolt^ea (PI. VII, fig. 21).
The works of Baker and Henderson include several sub­
species of jS. capanata, Taylor,et al., (1963) have in­
cluded these subspecies under the one specific name, and 
this usage is followed here.
MEASUBEMENTS OP SHE ELSs
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Mldth -üaiglat— — wid.ax..
10.9 6.1 6.0 3.9 Union Creek
10.9 5.9 5.8 3.4 ponds
10.9 6.2 5.4 3.7 tt10.5 6.2 6.0 3.7 tt
9-9 5.7 5.6 3.6 tt9.4 5.8 5.3 3.4 tt
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Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Eslght Mldtli Width.
10®0 5.8 5.1 3.7 Yellow Bay,9,8 5.5 5.2 3.5 Flathead Lake9,7 5.4 5.1 3.6 ff9,5 4®8 4 o 3 3.1 tf9»3 5.0 5.0 3.4 tt8®7 4®7 4.9 3.4 tt8®6 5.0 4.9 3.4 tf
8.5 4®8 4.7 3.0 tf
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTIONS "Shell suboval, a little 
oblong, obscurely yellowish horn colors spire 
half the length of the mouths apex acutes whirls 
slightly wrinkled across, and with very numerous, 
subequidistant, elevated, minute, revolving lines : 
suture not very deeply impresseds aperture rather 
dilateds fold of the libium not profound®
Inhab its Ind iana »
The remarkable character of this species con­
sists in the numberous revolving lines with which 
the surface is marked; but these are so minute 
as to require the aid of a magnifier to bring
them to view® It was found on land subject to
Inundation, near New Harmony, by Dr® Troost®"
(Say, New Harmony Disseminator, p® 230, 1829®)
GENITALIAS Preputlum large, cylindrical, at least half 
again as long as penis sheath® With one preput lum retractor 
which divides several times before attaching to preputlum, 
and often narrows slightly before inserting on columellar 
muscle® Penis sheath retractor shorter than preputlum re­
tractor, enlarged somewhat at its insertion® Penis sheath 
retractor Inserted on columellar muscle just posterlad to 
preputlum retractor® With one or two narrow posterior pre- 
putlum protractors and generally two anterior protractors®
RADULA: laterals tricuspid, mesocone of laterals wide®
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long and acute® Five, siXg or seven lateral teeth@ usual 
number is six® Numbers are approximately same as given for 
2.0 montanonRIs (p® 52)® In those membranes which I have 
studied, I was able to see no essential difference between 
napArata and &® montanensls®
DISTRIBUTION: This species is widely distributed in 
Montana (map 9)« However, it has not been collected in the 
Bitter Root Range; it apparently is replaced by 2 o montan- 
ensis, even though the latter is generally found at higher
found most often in seasonal bodies of water® It is 
characteristic in such habitats as irrigation ditches, 
sloughs, and shallow ponds®” (Taylor, et al®, I963, p«
267)® In Montana, S.® caperata is commonly found in roadside 
ditches, many of which are supplied with water oni.y from 
ground seepage or from precipitation®
STAGNICOIA MONTANENSIS (Baker), 1913 
(PI® VI, figs® 9-12)
Galba montanensls Baker, Naut®, 27:115, H 6, 1913®
Xymnaea mon tan e-n sis Walker, Mus » Zool® Unlv ® Mich ® Mise®
Publ®, 6s 94, 19180 Henderson, Univ® Colo® Studies,
13(2 ): 170, 1924®
S tagn :1 c nia men tan ensis Taylor, at al® , Malacologia, 1(2):
237-281, 1963.
SHELLS Elongate, turreted, narrowly conical; whorls 
Increasing in size quite regularly® Surface shiny or glossy, 
sculpture usually obvious at low magnifIcation® Color dark
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reddlsh-brown or brownish-black* Apex is blunt compared to 
PoFîaa.T’in.g young shells have much the same appearance as 
young of 2.» capeT»ata (PI* VI, fig* 2) * Aperture ovate ; 
parietal thickening Indistinct ; columellar wall erect, 
slightly curved, forming a flat extension over the umbili­
cus. Umbilical chink small.
MEASUHEMEHTS OP SHELIA; in mm,
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
EelghlL Neigh t .....Width .
12.8 5.8 5.4 3.6 Packer’s
12.5 5.8 5.8 3.7 Meadow12.2 6.2 5.1 3.5 If11.6 5 » 6 5 » 2 3.5 If
11.5 5 ®5 5.1 3«5 tv11.4 5.4 5.4 3.8 ft
10.5 5.3 5.0 3.0 1»10.4 5.4 5.4 3.8 tt
10.4 5.1 4.8 3.0 tt
9«5 4.9 4.8 2.9 If
7.9 3.9 3«8 2.6 II
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION: "Shell of medium size, rather
thin, translucent, ovate-turreted^ periostracum 
light horn colorg surface shining, lines of growth 
distinct, crossed by very fine wavy spiral lines g 
whorls six, convex, the body whorl somewhat obese ; 
sutures deeply Impressed; spire acute, longer than 
the aperture; aperture ovate, outer lip thin; 
inner lip wide, somewhat triangular, reflexed over 
the umbilical region; there is no axial plait, but 
the inner lip is slightly indented where it touches 
the paz'letal wall; the umbilical chink is narrowly 
open. There are two rest period marks on one 
adult specimen.
Length l4sOO; w:Idth 6.50; aperture '.length, 6.80; 
width 4.00 mill, adult
Length 9oOO; width 5.0'. ; aperture length, 5»50; 
width 3«00 mill. juv.
Length 14.25; width 8.00; aperture length, 7.00; 
width 4.00 mill. adult
Length 10.00; width 5*25 S aperture length, 5«00; 
width 3.00 mill. Juv.
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Type locality» Hayes Creek, near Ward, Montana,
in the Bitter Root Mountains, altitude 3825 feet *"
(Baker, Haut», 2?: II5 , 116, 1913)
GENITALIAS Similar to caperata» Preputium rather 
stout, nearly twice length of penis sheath. Penis sheath 
swollen proximally. Penis sheath narrows to junction with 
preputium. The width of the penis sheath generally less 
than 2/3 of length. Taylor, et al., (1963) have stated that 
probably the only characteristic of the genitalia which may 
separate this species from S.* caperata is the less developed 
penial knot in montanens^ia.
EADULAs laterals bicuspid, mesocone of laterals rather 
long and acute. With 4 to 6 laterals, usual number 5» Two 
or three intermediate teeth, 2 more common. From 1? to 25 
marginal teeth, 16 or 19 is usual number. Often, counts 
of teeth will be higher on right side than on left.
DISTRIBUTION g The type locality of S. montanensis was 
given as "Hayes Creek near Ward, Montana”. No toi/m of Ward 
now exists, but by making local inquiry, it was learned that 
at one time there was a post office by that name about eight 
miles south of Hamilton. The old brick building is still 
standing approximately § mile north of the Jim Ward Ranch 
on Hayes Creek. Stagnicola montanensi.s has been found in 
abundance in the boggy, spring"seepage areas on both sides 
of Hayes Creek near this ranch. This area undoubtedly 
represents the type locality of montanensis.
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In Montana, montanensi R appears to be limited in its 
distribution to the Bitterroot Mountains (map 9). Taylor, 
et al * (1963), give a number of localities for this species 
in southeastern Idaho and western Wyoming. Presumably, jS» 
montanensis should be found in parts of northern Idaho as 
well. Further collecting will probably reveal a more wide­
spread distribution in the Bitterroot Mountains, primarily 
above 4,000 feet.
Genus FOSSAElA Westerlund, 1885
Fossarla Westerlund. Fauna Palaarct, Eeg. Binnenconcho, 5» 
p. 24, 49, 1885 (for B.ucc.lnjim .fciiuncat.ul.um 0. F»
Muller)
Shell small; surface sculpture consists of prominent 
growth lines, seldom with incised spiral lines. Spiral 
sculpture, if present, obscure. Columellar wall smooth, 
inner lip forms a flat, somewhat triangular expansion over 
umbilicus. Umbilical chink usually present. Axis smooth, 
straight, not gyrate. Nuclear whorl small, apex of shell 
acute. Preputium longer than penis sheath. With a single 
preputium retractor. Eadula (Pl. II, fig. 5 ) generally 
with tricuspid lateral teeth.
Hubendick (1951, p. II5 ) considers Fossarla to be a 
mere synonym of Galba Schranck I803, However, as it is 
discussed by Baker (1928, pp. 283, 284), the genus Galba 
probably should be rejected on the basis that it was in­
accurately described and no type specimen of the genus is
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Hubendick (1951) links the many American species of 
P.QSsarla to the one species ly.mnaea (sic. ) humilus Say.
There is little question that he was incorrect in including 
Stagnicola capenata (Say) in this grouping.
There exists good morphological and environmental evi­
dence that the Fossarla complex at least consists of several 
distinct races or species-groups. (At this point, it is 
difficult to assign any particular taxonomic category to 
these divisions within the genus Fossarla)« In western 
Montana, the forms of Fossarla fit into three groupss 
(l) E o parva (Lea) and Z. dalli (Baker)5 (2 ) Z. modloella
(Say) and its subspecies; and (3 } E. obrussa (Say) and its 
subspecies.
The environmental situations of these three groups are 
definitive. In western Montana, Z. parva and Z. dal11 are 
typically found in seepage areas or roadside ditches where 
there is a minimum of water. The water in these places is 
often temporary, and many of these localities are in the 
mountains quite far removed from any of the rivers or drain­
age basins.
FoRmaria modloella is generally found on the wet, muddy 
shores of lakes or of the larger rivers. Along rivers, Z. 
TTiaSi oella is found in the sloughs, both in and out of the 
water. This species is also found in some of the creeks in
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the Flathead valley which are dry for part of the year» 
Apparently, a favorable environment is one with a mud bot­
tom, slow moving water, and a certain amount of yearly fluc­
tuation in water level»
Fnssarla obrussa is characteristically found in many 
streams at lower elevations in western Montana» It has also 
been found in some more or less exposed areas at the south­
ern end of Flathead Lake» This species is seldom collected 
out of the water, and appears to be somewhat restricted to 
areas in which the water is present throughout the year.
FOSSARLA PARVA (Lea), 18Al 
(PI. VII, figs. 3-7)
■Lymnaea parvs. Lea, Proc. Amer» Phil. Soc», II, p« 33, l84l.
,Galba parva Baker, Lymn. Monograph, p« 243, 1911» Berry, 
Naut., 29(2): 124-128, 144, 1916.
Lynmaea parva Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 13(2): 165,
166, 1924»
FoFiRaria parva. Baker, Wise. Surv », Bull. No. 70, Pt » I,
P »  285, 1928. Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 23(2):
125, 126, 1936.
FoRsaria parva. parva La Eocque, Nat» Mus» Can», Bull» No,
129, P« 285, 1953»
SHELL: Small, turr^eted; length of spire equal to or
slightly less than length of aperture» Surface shining; 
surface sculpture of fine, closely seb growth lines. Sur­
face occasionally with obscure spiral lines. Whorls approxi­
mately five, rounded; sutures well marked. Aperture circu­
lar or slightly ovate; columellar wall continuous with 
parietal wall; columellar wall not appressed to body whorl
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at umbilicus, but rolled over umbilicus leaving a narrow, 
deep umbilical chink»
MEASUBEMENTS OP SHELLS: in mm,
Shell Shell Aperture ApertureHeight Width. Height . W.idth
6.9 3-9 3.6 2.8
6.9 3.9 3-6 2.7
5.9 3.6 3-3 2.35.6 3.2 3-0 2.1
5.6 3.0 2.7 1.9
5o5 3.3 2.9 2.3
5*1 3-1 2.9 1.9
McDonald Cir­
que
GENITALIA; Penis sheath slightly shorter than pre­
putium; narrow, with a conspicuous bulb-like swelling on 
distal end. Penis sheath retractor inserted on columellar 
muscle near the insertion of preputium retractor; or occa-̂  
sionally inserted on preputium retractor near its insertion.
RADULA; Laterals bicuspid (in those specimens from two 
localities which were studied), mesocone of laterals long 
and narrow, twice length of ectocone of first few laterals. 
Occasionally, intermediates will have a bicuspid ectocone. 
Five to seven lateral teeth, usual number is six. Total 
number of teeth on one side averages twenty. Hubendick 
(1951) reports bicuspid laterals for Lymnaaa (sic) parva 
jSLtarkl.
DISTRIBUTION; The ecology of this species has been 
discussed earlier (p. 5^). Eossarla jcaxm is widely dis­
tributed in western Montana (map 12), and is the only 
species of Fnssa-rla which is commonly collected at high
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elevatlons.
FOSSAEIA DAlil (P. C. Baker), 1906 
(PI. VII, figs. 8-12)
Xynmaea pa-rva. Baker, Naut., 19: 52, 1905 (not of Lea)* 
iyffloasa 11 Baker, Bull* 111* State Lab* Nat* Hist*, VII,
p* 104, 1906*
Galba 11 Baker, Lyran* Monograph, p, 251» 1911*
Lymnaaa 11 Henderson, Univ* Colo* Studies, 13(2)1 166,1924*
Posmarla flail 1 Bair AT» ̂ Wise* Surv*, Bull* No* ?0, Pt* I,
p* 285, 1928* Henderson, Univ* Colo. Studies, 23(2):
125, 1936*
SHELL: Small, turreted, spire slightly longer than
aperture* Whorls well rounded, slightly shouldered* Sides 
of whorls at base slope inward to suture ; number of whorls 
five* Sutures deeply impressed* Spire obtusely conical, 
nuclear whorl small, flatly rounded* Surface sculpture of 
fine, raised growth lines. Columellar wall continuous with 
parietal wall, forming a dent or constriction where it meets 
parietal wall* Columellar wall erect, forming a flat ex­
tension over umbilical region. Inner lip not appressed to 
body whorl except at point where it meets parietal wall.
MEASUREMENTS OP SHELIS: in mm.
Shell Shell Aperture ApertureHm1 frh t Width Height . Width
6*1 2*9 2*8 2*0 Logging road
5*4 2*8 2*3 1*7 W* of Poison
5*2 2*6 2*3 1*5 fl
4.9 2*4 2*2 1.6 tf
4*9 2*8 2.4 1.9 Cow Creek,
4*5 2*6 2*3 1*8 Bitterroot4*2 2*5 2*3 1*6 fl
4*0 2*4 2*0 1*5 ff
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ge ni ta lia and EADULA: Because of a lack of preserved
material, I have not had the opportunity, as yet, to examine 
the anatomy of this species* Presumably, it will not differ 
significantly from that of E* .parva.» The one radular mem­
brane examined had seven tricuspid laterals and was essen­
tially the same as that of E» parrg-a»
In comparing this species with Possarla pajDza, Baker
(1926, P» 289) has stated:
"It differs from panva in its smaller size, 
rounder and more turreted whorls, slenderer 
outline, longer and narrower aperture and 
smaller and less conspicuous umbilicus » The 
whorls are inclined to be shouldered, also a 
feature not emphasized in parva » » ».The inner lip 
of daili is different from that of parva, being 
generally more erect ; in dalli there is a denting 
in or constriction at the point of juncture of 
the inner lip and the parietal wall which is not 
notably apparent in parva «
"Young specimens of parva are similar to dalli, 
but may be distinguished by the less number of 
whorls in shells of the same size and in the
different shape of the whorls 99
DISTRIBUTION: This species has a distribution in
western Montana similar to that of E« narva (map 12). 
Fossarla dalli^ however, is often found at lower elevations 
than is E* parva. A common habitat is under boards and on 
sticks at the water®s edge of many of the ponds and small 
eutrophic lakes in western Montana»
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FOSSAEIA MODICELLA (Say), 1825 
(Pl. VI, figs. 13, 14, 25-30; Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2)
LynrrtftUR motll nnll ijr Say, Jour. Phil. Acad., 5: 122, 1825. 
Linmaea humiluR Elrod, Bull. Univ. Mont,, Biol. Ser. Mo. 3, 
p. 172, 1902. Ingersoll, 8th Ann. Eept., Hayd. Surv. 
(for 1874), p. 406, I876.
Gal.ba humilus modicAlla Baker, Eymn. Monograph, p. 259, 1911. 
Lymnaea humllus modlQeJla Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies,
13(2 ): 166, 167, 1924.
Fossarla modioolla Baker, Wise. Surv., Bull. No. 70, Pt. I, 
p. 289, 1928.
Fossarla modlool Ta mod j.oAT.I a Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 
23(2)5 125, 1936, la Eocque, Nat. Mus. Canada, Bull. 
No. 129, p. 284, 1953.
SHEXiLs Medium to small, usually thin and fragile ; 
whorls rounded to flatly rounded; "body whorl elongate ; aper­
ture ovate, slightly narrowed at suture, nearly same length 
as spire. Surface shining, surface sculpture consists of 
distinct, rather coarse growth lines, occasionally with 
indistinct spiral lines (these are more pronounced on the 
larger shells). Sutures well impressed; nuclear whorl 
small, rounded, similar to other species of Fossaria. In­
ner lip thin, narrow, somewhat rolled over umbilical region, 
appressed to body whorl at point of contact with parietal 
wall. Umbilical chink small, narrow. As Baker has men­
tioned for Galba humilus modinalla (1911, p. 267), this 
species in Montana also will have, occasionally, a faintly 
zebrated shell. Markings usually indistinct;, narrow white 
stripes on a pale brown or tan colored shell.
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MEASUREMENTS OP SHELISg in ramo
Shell
Height ShellMLdth Aperture -, Height
8,4
ApertureW1 fl th
15.6 8,1 5.4 Bitterroot
1 5 .4 8 ,0 8.5 5.2 River15.0 8,1 8,3 3.3 t«13.6 6,6 7.4 4,6 tt
1 2 ,9 7.0 7.3 4 , 9
1 1 ,1 5 . 8 6,2 4 , 1 tt
9 .7 5 .1 5.0 3 -4 tt
1 1 ,6 6 ,0 6,1 3.9 Pond W , of
1 1 ,3 5 , 0 6,0 3.4 St, Regis
1 0 ,7 4 , 9 5o5 3.3 ft
1 0 .0 4 , 9 5 . 4 3 .6 tt
1 0 ,0 4,8 5 .2 3.3 It9.9 4 , 4 5.2 3.1 tt9.3 4 ,5 5.0 3.2 tt
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTIONS «Shell blackish, not elon­
gated: whorls rather more than four, convex:
suture deeply impressed: apex acutes aperture
very regular, the labium and labrum being sub- 
equally curved; the fold of the columella rather 
slight.
Total length 7/20 of an inch; breadth 1/5; 
length of the aperture 1/5 «
Smaller than any of the species I have hitherto 
described. It was found by Dr, M°Euen at Owego, 
on the Susquehanna river near the state of New 
York,"
(Say, Jour, Phil* Acad,, 5° 122, 123» 1825)
GENITALIA: Penis long and narrow, nearly as long as
preputium; expanded distally and tapering proximally.
Length of proximal portion of vas deferens slightly more 
than length of penial complex. Anterior preputium protrac­
tors heavier than posterior protractors. Number of anterior 
protractors usually two. Penis sheath retractor narrow. 
Inserted on columellar muscle or on preputium retractor.
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RADULAs Laterals tricuspid, six to nine lateral teeth. 
Usually one intermediate, and occasionally a few of last 
laterals will have a bicuspid ectocone. Number of marginals 
vary from I3 to 18. Total number of teeth on one side 
usually between 23 and 25*
DISTRIBUTIONS RoRFsaria moaicnlla is widely distributed 
throughout western Montana, primarily in the low lands in 
the drainage basins (map 10). The ecology of E. modicAl.la 
has already been discussed (p. 5 4)* Specimens from the 
Kootenai drainage have been referred to the subspecies 
rustlea Lea, but lacking anatomical material, these are in­
cluded, therefore, in the one species, E* modice11a.
FOSSARIA OBRUSSA OBRUSSA (Say), 1825 
(PI. VI, figs. 15-18)
Lynmeus obrussus Say, Jour. Phil. Acad., V, p. 123» 1825 * 
Galba obrussa Baker, Lyran. Monograph, p. 270» 1911* Berry, 
Nauto, 29(2): 124-128, l44, I916.
Lyirmaea obrus sa Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies, 13(2) ;
167, 168, 1924.
Fossarla obrussa Baker, Wise. Surv., Bull. No. 70, Pt. I,
p. 285, 1928.
Eo.aaarla obrussa obrussa Henderson, Univ. Colo. Studies,
23(2)? 125, 1936. La Eocque, Nat. Mus. Canada, Bull. 
No. 129» P- 285, 1953*
SHELLS Small, color light horn, becoming lighter in 
older shells as periostracum wears away. Length of aperture 
slightly longer than length of spire. Whorls distinctly 
shouldered, flat-sided| sides of whorls somewhat parallel. 
Sutures well-impressed. Aperture elongate ovate, outer lip
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often flattened# Aperture narrowed near suture5 occasional­
ly specimens will have aperture narrowed anteriad# Often 
with a thickening Just inside outer lip, or entire shell may 
be thickened* Inner lip slightly twisted at point where It 
Joins parietal wall* Colutnellar wall flat, narrow, erect, 
not extending over umbilical region* Umbilical chink open*
MEASUBEMENTS OP SHELLS; in mm<
Shell
Height
Shell
Width
Aperture Aperture 
.Width
12*4 5*3 6*8 3*5 Spring fed12*2 5*6 6*5 3*7 pond west of
11*9 5*2 6*4 3*4 Poison
11*2 5*2 6*0 3*5 tt
10*7 4*4 5*1 3*0 tf10.0 4*8 5*5 3*2 tt9*8 4*5 5.6 2*9 It
9*6 5.5 5*1 3*8 tt
8*7 4*1 4.8 2*7 tt10*2 4*9 5*9 3*2 O^Brlen10*0 4*8 5*9 3*0 Creek9*8 5.0 5*9 3*4 tt
9.7 4*9 5*2 3.0 tt
9.5 4*6 5*1 3*0 tt9.4 4*7 5*2 3*0 ft9*0 3*0 4*4 2*5 tt
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTIONS "Shell oblong, rather 
slender, pale yellowish testaceouss whorls five, 
slightly rounded: apex acutes suture deeply
impressed: aperture not dilated, within pure
whites columella with the sinus of the fold 
very obvious*
LISTER, pl* 114, fig* 8*?
Total length 9/20 of an inch; aperture 
breadth nearly 1/5®
All the Individuals that have occurred were 
covered with an earthy slime* They inhabit a 
small rivulet below the fish-ponds at Harrow- 
gate, the seat of my friend Mr* J * Gilliams*"
(Say, Jour* Phil* Acad *, 5 : 123, 1825)
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GENITALIA; Those specimens which were examined showed 
no essential differences in the male genitalia which would 
distinguish them from Z. modlcella. There was some vari­
ation in the preputium retractors, hut this variation is 
probably of no significance.
RADULA; Lateral teeth tricuspid, eight or nine later­
als, occasionally ten. Usually three intermediates, although 
it is difficult to differentiate between lateral and inter­
mediate teeth. Last laterals may have either a single cusp 
or two cusps on endocone. Some of the outer teeth may have 
a small cusp above ectocone. Total number of teeth on one 
side as many as 28.
DISTRIBUTIONS EnssariA. obrus sa ̂ like the other spe­
cies of Fossarlay has a wide distribution in western Montana 
(map 11). This species is usually found at the edges of the 
mountain ranges ; and is seldom found at any great elevation. 
See page 55 for a brief description of the ecology of 
■Obrussa.
FOSSARIA OBRUSSA RODECKI Baker, 1936 
(Pl. VI, figs. 21-24)
Fossarla obruR^a rodecki. Baker, Naut., 49(4) : I30, Fl* 7,
fig. 7, 1936.
SHELL; Small, most specimens have deeply impressed 
sutures, although there is some variation in this. Usually 
a few specimens in any population have sutures which are not
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deeply impressed* Whorls either well rounded or distinctly 
shouldered* Inner lip triangular, extends over umbilical 
region leaving a conspicuous umbilical chink* Aperture 
circular to ovate, if ovate the narrowest part is at suture*
MEASUREMENTS OF SHEEIEs in mm*
Shell Shell Aperture Aperture
Height Width Hi=>i ght . Width
11*9 5.5 5*6 3.8 Clearwater10*5 6.0 5.2 3.5 Lake10*0 5.5 5.3 3.4 tt10.0 4*8 4*6 3.0 •t
9.9 4.7 4*8 3.1 ft9.6 5.0 5.0 3.2 ft9.0 5.0 4.9 3.3 ft
8.9 4*6 4*5 3.2 ft8.2 3.8 4.3 2*5 ft7.8 3.9 3.4 2*5 ft
6*7 3*6 3.1 2.0 ft
6*7 3.3 3.2 2.0 ft6.6 3.7 3*0 2.2 tf11*4 4.5 5.9 2.8 ClearwaterRiver
10.6 4*7 5 *5 3.2 Flathead8.5 4.0 4.8 2.6 Lake
6*5 3.4 3*8 2.1 ft
5.7 2.9 3.2 1.9 ft10.5 4*5 5.1 3.0 Bond Road,
7.7 3.7 3.9 2.2 Swan Valley
ORIGINAL DESCRIPTIONS "Shell small, elongated, 
narrowI spire and aperture about equal in length; 
whorls 5“5s» loosely coiled, rounded, with dis­
tinct sutures; spire sharply pointed, somewhat 
scalariform in many specimens; body whorl flat­
tened, elongated; aperture long ovate, narrow, 
wider at lower part; outer lip thin without varix; 
inner lip narrow, triangu3,ar, reflected over 
umbilical region leaving a small umbilical chink; 
columella with slight twist resembling a plait, 
a thin wash of callus on parietal wall; surface 
shining, sculpture of fine growth lines without 
spiral lines; color yellowish horn*
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Length p laine ter Aperture Aperture
Height Diameter 
10.0 mm. 4.1 mm. 5.0 ram. 2.0 mm. Holotype
9.0 ram. 3.6 mm, 4.1 mm. 1.6 mm. Paratype
Type localitys Swan lake, Montana, colleoted 
by Junius Henderson and Hugo G, Rodeck. Types:
Museum of Natural History, University of Illinois,
No. Z38975J Baker collection. No. 3545; Academy 
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, No. 166255*"
(Baker, Naut., 49(4): 130, 1936)
GENITALIA and RADULA: Because of a lack of material,
the anatomy of this form has not been studied. Probably,
It will be found that there are no essential differences
between typical Z. obrussa and this subspecies. While there
is some overlap in features of the shell, the total range
of variation of shell characters Is distinctive for each
of these forms.
DISTRIBUTION: Fossarla obrussa rodecki has been col­
lected in clear, cold, well-oxygenated waters in the Swan 
and Clearwater drainages (map 11), This form may extend 
into Flathead Lake as well. Shells have been found on the 
shores at the north end of the lake which can easily be 
assigned to this subspecies.
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The family Lyrnnaeidae is a cosmopolitan group of 
fresh water snails » During the course of this investi­
gation, over 300 collections of lymnaeid snails from 
■western Montana were studied. Four genera and seventeen 
species or subspecies are reported. The greater part of 
the descriptions are based on features of the shell, al­
though consideration has been given to the anatomy where­
ver possible. Problems of zoogeography have been discussed, 
particularly with those species which show a discontinuous 
distribution.
Distributions were mapped using collection data from 
the literature and collections at the University of Montana. 
Collection records from western Montana and references from 
the literature are Included to document the distributions.
A brief description is given of those related species 
from the adjacent areas of Idaho, British Columbia, Wyoming, 
and eastern Montana.
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APPENDIX A
DISTRIBUTIONAL DATA FOR WESTERN MONTANA LYMNAEIDAE
For the collection; localities which follow, the catalog 
numbers are preceded by the initials of the institution 
which houses the collection. In the case of personal col­
lections, the initials of the person holding the collection 
are given. This list contains published and unpublished 
collection localities, and has been made as complete as 
possible.
ANSP Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
CAS Chicago Academy of Science
CNHM Chicago Natural History Museum
FCB Collection of Frank Collins Baker ; the col­
lection now at the University of Illinois
MM Collection of Marie Mooar, Ypsilanti, Michigan
RBB Collection of Dr. Royal Bruce Brunson, De­
partment of Zoology, University of Montana
RHR Collection of the author
UCM University of Colorado Museum
UIMNH University of Illinois, ^^useum of Natural His­
tory
UMIM University of Montana, Invertebrate Museum
UMMZ University of Michigan, Museum of Zoology
U5NM United States National Museum
These data are arranged by species, following the ar­
rangement in the text. Localities are listed under each 
species by county, and the counties are listed from south to 
north.
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Lyumea -S-t; agnail s 4-ugular.ls (Say)
MISSOULA COUNTY
”A small pool along the Bitterroot River, colleoted 
early in I9OO.” (Elrod, 1902a, p. 110).
5 miles south of Lolo, sloughs along Bitterroot Elver, 
T. 11 N., E. 20 W., sec. 25, May 6, I967, E. H. Russell 
(EHE 812).
Slough on Bitterroot Elver, 13 miles south of Mis­
soula (Henderson, 1936, p. 115» for i, jugularis).
Lolo, no other data, E. B. Brunson (EBB 5854).
Clearwater River, 5 miles south of Seeley Lake, T. 14 
N., E . l4 W., sec. 9» June 1, 1958, R. H. Russell (EHE 23).
Seeley Lake, T. 1? N., E. 15 W., sec. 3^» S.W. i, Aug. 
29, 1949, G. P. Weisel (EBB 32149).
Lake Inez, T. 18 N., E. 15 W., sec. 31» May 30, 1958,
E. H. Russell (EHE 1?); August 4, I95O', E. B. Brunson 
(EBB 11350).
LAKE COUNTY
Bog Road, Swan Valley, no other data, July 22, 1962,
M. Mooar (MM 62G23)•
Bond Creek, Swan Valley, T. 25 N ., E. 18 W., sec. 23» 
July 22, 1962, M. Mooar (MM 62GI7 ).
Nine Pipes Reservoir, Ronan, T, 19 H ., E . 19 W ., sec. 
3, April 13, 1958, R. H. Russell (EHE 8 ).
West shore of Flathead Lake (Henderson, 1936, p. 115»
for X. jugularl,s ).
Soup Creek, Swan Valley» T. 24 N ., E . 17 W., sec. 27, 
May 29» 1965, T. Lawrence (EHE IIO3 ).
”A couple of dead shells" Swan Lake, August, I900, 
(Elrod, 1902, p. 160).
LINCOLN COUNTY
Lost Island Lake, Marion, T. 29 N., E. 26 W., sec. 31* 
July 28, i960, E. H. Russell (EHE I5I); (CNHM IO632O).
Pleasant Valley Junction, T. 28 N., E, 26 , sec. 24,
July 28, i960, E. H. Russell (CNHM IO5866).
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Marl Lake, To No, 26 W», sec » 3/4, July 4, 1956,A. Martin (RBB 14456).
Livermore Lake, T. 36 N., R„ 28 W., sec. , August 4, 
1956, Ao Martin (RBB 47456).
Fish lake, Stryker, To 34 N., R. 24 ¥., sec. 29, July 
26, 1949, R® Bo Brunson (RBB 22449)®
FLATHEAD COUNTY
McWinniger Slough, Kalispell, T. 28 N ., R. 21 W., sec.
1, July 19, 1949» R® B. Brunson (RBB 29849); June 26, i960,
R. H. Russell (CNHM IO5869); July 4, I965, E. H. Russell 
(EHE 864); July 24, 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 102?)«
Spencer Lake, Whitefish, T. J>0 N., R. 22 ¥., sec. 5» 
August 3, I960, R. H, Russell (RHR 199; CNHM IO5868);
August 5, 1961, R. Ho Russell (RHR 548).
Roger's Lake, Marion, T. 2? N., R. 23 N., sec. 29,
July 27, I960, R« H. Russell (RHR 143; CNHM 106319)®
Smith Lake, Kalispell, T. 27 N., R. 22 W., sec. 5,
August 2, 1957, B. Bo Brunson (RBB 7257)»
Ashley Creek, Marion, T. 27 N ., R. 23 W., sec. 5, July
13, 1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 24949)®
Pond 1.7 miles south of Kintla Lake, T. 37 R®, R® 21 W.,
sec. 31, August 6, I96I, R. H . Russell (RHR 289).
Pond 1.25 miles west of Kintla Lake, T. 37 N., R, 21 W, 
sec. 30, July 11, 1957, R® B. Brunson (RBB 3157); Jnne 30, 
i960 (RHR 126)0
Lymnaea s.tagnalla Lxmis-Qnl Russell 
LAKE COUNTY
Yellow Bay, north of point of land, Flathead Lake, T, 
24 N ., Ro 19 W®, sec. 4, March 26, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR 
II7O; USNM 683584; UMIM 62); April 30, I966, R. H. Russell 
(RHR 1138; April 21, 1967, R® H. Russell and R. B. Brunson 
(RHR 1390)0
Blue Bay, Flathead Lake, T„ 24 N., R . 19 W., sec. 21, 
April 21, 1967, Ro Ho Russell and R. B. Brunson (RHR I385).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
Woods Bay, Flathead Lake, T. 26 N., R„ 19 w., sec. 29,
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Aprll 30, 1966, Ro H. Russell (RHR 1151)»
Esuilz aurloularla (Linne®)
MISSOULA COUNTY
Clearwater River, Clearwater Jurotxon, T. 14 N., R»
12 Wo, sec. 4, October 2, 19^9, H. W, Newman (RBB 31849); 
April 4, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 413); April 2, 1966, R. H. 
Russell (RHR 1166).
Harper Lake, T* 15 N., R . 14 Wo, sec. 28, November 3> 
1965, Ho Ho Russell (RHR IIO7)«
LAKE COUNTY
Elmo Bay, west shore Flathead Lake, T. 24 No, R- 21 W., 
sec, 19, March 20, 196?, H„ H„ Russell (RHR 1398).
Sheltered bay i  mile south of tip of Finley Point, 
east shore Flathead Lake, T, 24 N„, R, 19 W ., sec, ?» April 
21, 1967, Ro H. Russell and R, B, Brunson (RHR I368),
Stagnicola palustrls el odea. (Say)
DEER LODGE COUNTY
Pothole north of Claggett Street, near Galen, T, 6 N., 
R. 9 Wo, sec, 30, September 7j 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 53756)^
Swamp i mile south of overpass, T, 6 N,, R . 9 W ., sec,
20, September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (RBB 5^256),
100 yards north of Galen turnoff, T, 3 ^ ° * Ro 9 W ., 
sec. 30, September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (RBB 5^656),
Creek halfway between Galen and Warm Springs, T, 5 N,,
R. 9 W., sec, 6, September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (RBB
55356),
Swamp 1^ miles north of Galen, To 6 N,, R, 9 o , sec. 
19, September 22, 1956, D, Ei'lckson (RBB 55856).
Pothole \ mile south of overpass, T. 6 N,, R, 9 W,, 
sec, 20, September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (R!^ 59^56),
Swamp and creek at south of overpass, T, 6 N,, R , 9 W,, 
sec. 20, September 23» 1956, D, Erickson (RBB 60456),
Dempsey Creek, T. 6 N,, R , 9 W,, sec, 5» September 23» 
1956, D, Erickson (RBB 61256),
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Creek 3/4 mile south of overpass, T» ^ N«, R. 9 W,, 
sec* 20, September 23» 1956, D, Erickson (RBB 61856),
Swamp south of Racetrack Road, T« 6 N*, R* 9 ’W®, sec* 
17, September 23» 1956, D* Erickson (RBB 62356)*
Pond 7 miles south of Deer Lodge, T» 7 N., R, 9 W,,
sec. 33, September 23» 1956, D* Erickson (RBB 62656).
POWELL COUNTY
Cart en Creek ponds. Gold Creek, T. 10 N., R. 11 W.,
sec. 25, March 24, I966, R. H. Russell (RHR II78).
GRANITE COUNTY
Georgetown Lake, T. 5 N., R. 13 W., sec. 18, October, 
1954, W* T* Barry (RBB 6254).
Sloughs along highway near Drummond, T. 11 N., R. I3
W., sec. 7, el. 38OO, September 13» 1949» R« B. Brunson
(RBB 34549).
Bearmouth, 11 miles northwest of Drummond, T. 11 N.,
R. 14 W ., sec. l4, April 18, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 429)*
Oxbow of Clark Fork River, Ravenna, T. 11 N., R. 15 W., 
sec. 17, el, 3650» May 2, 1949» R. B. Brunson (RBB 13549)*
Byrne Resort, warm water ponds, T, U N , ,  R. 15 W., 
sec. 21, April 18, 1964, R. H . Russell (RRR 425), (form 
wyomi-ngensis Baker ) .
RAVALLI COUNTY
A pond near the Bitterroot River (Elrod, 1902, p.Ill)*
Irrigation ditches south of Stevensville, T, 9 M*, R.
20 W., sec. 34, May 18, 1958» R. H, Russell (RHR l4); July 
5, 1965» R. H. Russell (RHR 954),
Ditch i  mile north of Tin Cup Creek near Darby, July
19» 1965, R* H. Russell (RHR 1057)*
Swampy field near Kootenai Creek, west of Stevensville, 
T. 9 N., R. 20 W,, sec, 18, August 14, 1965 » R. H. Russell 
(RHR 1000).
Maydale, T, 3 M,, R, 20 W ,, sec. 2, June, 196O, G, 
Ruraky (RBB 3260),
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LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY
10 miles northeast of Lincoln, T. l4 No, R. 7 W,, sec- 
5, June 26, 1966, R« H« Russell (RHR II96).
MISSOULA COUNTY
Hell Gate River, el. 4800, August 14, 1860 (Cooper,
1869, p- 286).
Lolo Grade pond, T. 12 N«, R. 20 W., sec. 22, May I5, 
i960, R. H. Russell (RHR ll4); May, 195^, R. B. Brunson 
(EBB 5954).
Ponds near Buckhouse Bridge, south of Missoula, T. 12 
N., R. 20 W., sec. 1, March 28, 1959» H. Russell (RHR 5%)»
Miller Creek sand pits, south of Missoula, T« 12 N., E. 
20 W., sec. 1, May 12, 1965, H. H. Russell (RHR 827)*
Sloughs near Bitterroot River, Fort Missoula, T. I3 N-, 
R. 20 W., sec. 36, January 15» 1961, R. H. Russell (RHR 
212).
Runoff of Pat tee Creek, south side of Missoula, T. 13 
N., R. 10 W., sec, 33» August 7» 1956, R. H. Russell (RHR 
28).
Greenough Park, Missoula, T. 13 H., R. 19 W., sec. 2, 
December 4, I960, R, H. Russell (RHR 192); May 22, 1962,
P. S. Todd (RBB 662); August 1, 1964, R. H, Russell (RHR
627).
Pond near Clark Pork River, Missoula, T, I3 N., R* 19 
W., sec. 22, May 26, 1957, P. C. Sheldon (RBB 11157)-
Pond near Deep Creek, 6 miles west of Missoula, T. l4 
N., R. 21 W., sec. 35» July 25, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 
609); June 26, 1965, R- H- Russell (RHR 842).
Frenchtown Lakes, T. 15 N., R. 21 W., sac. 29, April 
18, 1959, T. E. Heck (RBB 3459); May 22, 1959» R- H. Russell 
(RHR 67); July 4, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 585); July 12, 
1964, R, H. Russell (RHR 600, in part).
Ponds at Nine Mile, 25 miles northwest of Missoula,
T. 15 N., R. 22 W., sec. 21, July 13, 1965, R. H. Russell 
(RHR 956); July 31» 1965 (RHR 981).
East of Missoula, T. 13 N., R. 18 W., sec. 33» May 6 , 
1959, T. E. Heck (RBB 1159)-
Blackfoot, T. I3 N., R. 17 W., sec. 3, May 31» 1958, 
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Ro B„ Brunson (EBB 258).
Twin Creek Road, Bonner, T. N,, E. 17 W., sec. 14,
May 24, 1949, R. B„ Brunson (EBB 15249).
Slough near Bonita, T. 11 N., R. 16 W., sec. 6, Sep­
tember 1, 1949, G. P. WeIsel (EBB 33149); May 10, 1952,
N. Blush (EBB 1452).
Geyser Slough, Rock Creek, T. 11 W., E. I7 W., sec. 12, 
May 10, 1965, R« H. Russell (RHR 801).
Union Creek overflow ponds, Potomac, T. 13 N., R« 16 14,,
sec. 10, April 5, 1965, R. H. Russell (EHE 734).
South end of Salmon Lake, T. 15 N,, R. l4 W«, sec. 9,
August 28, 1965, R, H, Russell (RHR 1066).
Pond i  mile east of Placid Lake, T, 16 N,, R. 15 W .,
sec. 27, April 30, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR 1148).
LAKE COUNTY
Bond Creek, Swan Valley, T. 25 N ., R. 18 W «, sec. 23s 
July 22, 1962, M. Mooar (MM 62818).
In creeks on Flathead Indian Reservation (Elrod, I902, 
p.lll ) .
Pond below spillway of McDonald Lake, T. 19 N. R. 19 
W., sec. 10, July 1, 1954, R. B. Brunson (RBB 3554)? June 25, 
1959, E. H. Russell (CNHM 106321); May l4, 1964, R. H. 
Russell (RHR 496).
Schwartz lake. South Crow Cirque, Mission Mountains,
T. 20 N., R. 19 W., sec. 10, July 1, I96O, R. H. Russell 
(CNHM IO58II).
St. Mary’s Lake, St. Ignatius, T. I7 N ., R. 18 W., 
sec. 6, July 30, 1959, R. B. Brunson (RBB 4859); July 24, 
1959, R. H. Russell (EHE 97).
Nine Pipes Reservoir, Ronan, T. 20 N., R . 20 W., sec.
26, July 13, 1956, A. Martin (RBB 51356); April 13, 1958,
Ro H. Russell (RHR 9); July 17, I96O, R. H. Russell (CNHM
105915).
Pond 2 miles east of Allentown, T. 19 N ., R. 19 W ., 
sec. 5, July 3, I960, R. H. Russell (CNHM IO5917).
Pond 2 miles N.E. of Nine Pipes Reservoir, T. 20 N . ,
R. 19 W., sec. 31, August 11, 1957, T. Lee (RBB 6757)=
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Eonan, T„ 20 N,, R, 20 W*, seco 18, August 8, 195^» 
Martin (EBB I6356).
1% miles northeast of Eonan, T« 21 W«, E. 20 VJ«, sec,
36, Jul3̂ 4, 1957, Eo B. Brunson (EBB 2337).
Pahlo, T* 21 N., E, 20 W., sec, 11, July 27, 1956,
E„ B, Brunson (EBB 50956),
Pond on east shore of. Flathead Lake, T, 23 M ,, E, I9 W,, 
seCo 22, June 18, 1956, U, Osher (EBB IO556).
Yellow Bay, Flathead Lake, T» 24 N«, E, 19 W ,, sec, 4, 
July 5 , 1961, E„ H. Bussell (EHE 297).
Finley Point, Flathead Lake, T, 22 N., E . 19 M,, sec.
5, May 14, 1949, H. w. Newman (EBB 36149).
Slough near Dayton, T» 24 N,, E, 21 W ., sec. 3, July 
9, 1949, G, B„ Castle and H, Nelson (RBB 27649).
Jocko River, south of Ravalli, T, I7 N,, E. 20 W ., 
sec, 21, May 22, 1949, E. B, Brunson (EBB 14249).
Lower Moliman Lake, Mission Mountains, T, 20 N,, R,
19 W., sec. 12, August 3, 1950, E« B. Brunson (EBB I2050).
LINCOLN COUNTY
Pleasant Valley Junction, Marion, T, 28 N ,, E. 26 W., 
sec. 24, July 28, i960, E . H» Russell (CNHM 105865).
Marl lake, Trego, T. 34 N ., E» 26 W«, sec. 3/4, July 4, 
1956, A. Martin (EBB 14756).
Livermore Lake, T. 36 N ., E. 28 W,, August 4, 1956,
A. Martin (EBB 47756).
Thirsty Lake, Elmhurst, T. 36 N«, E. 27 W., sec.
26/35, July 17, 1956, A. Martin (EBB 48056).
Drainage pond southwest of Rock Lake, T» 35 M., E.
26 W., sec. 5/8, July 17, 1956, A. Martin (EBB 48156).
Big Island Lake, near Timber and Rock Lakes, no other 
data, July 17, 1956, A. Martin (EBB 48556).
Long Lake on Garrison’s Ranch, 5 miles northeast of 
Libby, T. 3I N., E. 30 W., sec. 30» July I6, 1956, A. Martin 
(EBB 49356).
Alkali Lake on Garrison’s Ranch, 5 miles northeast of 
Libby, T. 3I N., E. 30 W., sec. 30, July 16, 1956,
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A. Martin (RBB 49356).
Wolf Creek ponds near Libby, T. 29 N., R. 29 VI,, sec. 
36, June 11, 1949, R. B, Brunson (RBB 19049).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
At bridge over Swan River, east of Blgfork, T, 27 N»»
R. 19 W., sec. 32, June 29, I960, R. H. Russell (CNHM
105756).
Soup Creek, South Fork Flathead River, T. 24 N ., R .
17 W . , sec. 27, May 29, I965, T. Lawrence (RtIR 1102).
East side of Flathead River Delta In Flathead Lake,
T. 27 N., R. 20 W., sec. 34, July 23, I960, R. H, Russell 
(CNHM 105857).
McWlnnlger Slough, 5 miles east of Kallspell, T, 28 N., 
R. 21 W», sec. 1, July 10, 1959, R. H. Russell (RHR 88);
May 11, 1959, T. E. Heck (RBB 3059); July 4, 1965, R. H. 
Russell (RHR 1028).
Muscullum Pond, 6 miles east of Kallspell, T. 28 N.,
R. 20 W., sec. 6, June 26, i960, R. H. Russell (CNHM
105867).
Upper end of Flathead Lake (Elrod, 1902, p. 111).
Pond 15 miles southeast of Kallspell, T. 27 N ., R. 20
W., sec. 17, July 23, i960, R. H. Russell (CNHM 105860).
Creek 5 miles east of Marlon, T. 27 N., R . 23 W.,
sec. 17, June 11, 1949, R- B, Brunson (RBB 15949)«
Ashley Creek, Marlon, T. 27 N., R. 23 W ., sec. 5,
July 13, 1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 25049)«
Ashley Lake, near outlet, Marlon, T. 28 N., R. 23 W ., 
sec. 8, August 6, I963, M. Mooar (MM 6345).
Roger's Lake, Marlon, T. 27 N ., R. 23 W ., sec. 29,
July 27, i960, R. H. Russell (RHR l48).
Whltef1sh Reservoir, T. 3I N ., R. 20 W«, sec. 20,
Summer, 1950, D. Follett (RBB I2650).
Cow Creek, Whlteflsh, T. 31 N., R. 22 W., sec. 25,
D- Follett (RBB 3351)»
Spencer Lake, Whlteflsh, T. 30 N., R. 22 W., sec, 5 
August 5, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 61292).
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15 miles northwest of Whlteflsh, T, 32 N., R. 23 W., 
sec. 34, August 5, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 61263)*
Pond near Talley Lake, T, 3IN., R. 23 W., sec. 15,
July 9, I96I, M, Mooar (MM 6I66).
Pond near road to Talley Lake, 2 miles from highway, T. 
31 N., R. 23 W., sec. 17, July 9, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 6158).
Lake on Stryker Ridge, T, 34 N., R. 24 W,, sec. 35/27» 
summer 1950» D. Follett (RBB 12950).
Pond 1 mile north of Polebridge, T, 35 M., R. 21 W., 
sec. 12, July 20, I960, R. H, Russell (CNHM IO5863).
Bowman Lake, T. 35 N ., R. 20 W., sec. 5» July 18, 196O, 
R. H. Russell (CNHM 105755).
Pond 1.7 miles south of Kintla Lake, T, 37 N., R. 21 W.,
sec. 31, August 6, I96I, R. H. Russell (RHR 291).
Pond 1.4 miles south of Kintla Lake, T. 37 ^.» R. 21 W., 
sec. 31, August 6, I96I, R. H. Russell (RHR 282).
Pond .7 miles south of Kintla Lake, T. 37 N., R. 21 W.,
sec. 31 * August 6, I96I, R. H. Russell (RHR 268); August 22,
1957, R. B. Brunson (RBB 9157).
Pond 1.25 miles west of Kintla Lake, T. 37 N., R. 21 
W., sec. 30, July 11, 1957» R. B. Brunson (RBB 3257); June 
30, i960, P. H. Baldwin (RHR 127).
SANDERS COUNTY
5 miles west of Dixon, T, 18 N., R« 22 W., sec. 17»
May 1, 1965» R. H. Russell (RHR 745).
Pond near Trout Creek, T, 24 N., R. 31 W ., sec. 35»
May 13, 1956, R. B. Brunson (RBB 856).
Plains, T. 20 N., R. 26 W ., sec. 22, May 13» 1956,
R. B. Brunson (RBB 456).
Pond near Noxon, T. 26 N., R. 32 W., sec. 19, May 12, 
1956, R. B. Brunson (RBB I556).
Government Creek, Noxon, T. 26 N,, R. 32 W ., sec. 20,
June 26, 1956, R. B. Brunson (EBB II656).
Thompson River, T. 23 N., R. 27 W., sec. 23» June 26,
1956, E. B. Brunson (RBB 12156).
Thompson River, T. 24 N«, R, 27 W., sec. 12, June 26,
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1956, R. B, Brunson (RBB 12756),
Pond in marshy woods, 3 miles north of Noxon, T. 28 N,, 
R. 33 W., sec. 10, July 23, 1966, M. Mooar (MM 61165).
.S.tagnl.C.Ql.a blnnevi (Tryon)
MISSOULA COUNTY
Junction of Clearwater and Blackfoot Rivers, T, l4 
N., R. 14 W., sec. 4, June 30, 1962, R* H. Russell (RHR 
381).
Canal adjacent to Clearwater River at Clearwater Cros-
sing, T. l4 No, R, 12 W., sec. 4, April 4, 1964, R. H.
Russell (RHR 412).
Clearwater River Bridge at Clearwater Crossing, T. 14
N., R. 12 W., sec. 4, April 4, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR
4l6); August 28, 1965» R* H. Russell (RHR IO72); April 2, 
1966, R. H. Russell (RHR II67).
gtagnioQla slrodlana (Baker)
GRANITE COUNTY
Stoney Lake, Deer Lodge National Forest, T, 6 N ., R.
17 W., sec. 16, el. 7100, July 24, 1949, D. L. Fulltngton
(RBB 31749).
LAKE COUNTY
Sin-yale-a-min Lake (St. Mary's Lake), St. Ignatius,
T. 17 N., R. 18 ¥., sec. 6 (Elrod, 1902, p. Ill); August 4, 
1950, R. B. Brunson (RBB IO350); July 24, 1959, E. H. 
Russell (RHR 97).
McDonald Lake, T. 19 N., R. 19 W., sec. 11, type local­
ity, (Elrod, 1902, p. Ill); May 21, 1949, R. B. Brunson 
(EBB 14749); May 16, 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 820); April 
30, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR II3I). Types, UMIM, topotypes 
(CAS 23709).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
Swan Lake (Elrod, 1902, p.lll).
Upper Whitefish Lake, T. 34 N., R. 23 W., sec. 28, M. 
Mooar.
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nnl A alr»ndl Baker and Henderson 
LAKE COUNTY
Flathead Lake, west shore, 13§ miles north of Poison 
(Baker and Henderson, 1 9 3 3 P« 31). Type locality. (UHINH 
233780 ; UCM 19134).
Flathead Lake, west shore 16^ miles north of Poison 
(Baker and Henderson, 1933» P» 31).
Flathead Lake, no other data, collected 1897» H. J» 
Elrod (UMIM, uncat.).
Sheltered bay i- mile south of tip of Finley Point, 
Flathead Lake, T. 24 N., R. 19 VJ», sec. 7, April 21, 196?*
R, H, Russell and R. B. Brunson (RHR 1369)*
Cove on tip of Finley Point at Borcher's Resort, Flat­
head Lake, T, 24 N., R« 19 W., sec. 6, April 21, 1967,
R, H. Russell and R. B. Brunson (RHR 1374).
West side of Skiddo Bay, Flathead Lake, T, 23 N., R.
19 W., sec. 18, April 21, 1967» R. H. Russell and R. B. 
Brunson (RHR 137S).
Blue Bay, Flathead Lake, T, 24 N., R. 19 W., sec. 21, 
April 21, 1967, R. H. Russell (RHR I386).
Yellow Bay, 1 mile north of point of land, Flathead 
lake, T. 22 H ., R. 19 W., sec. 4, April 30, 1986, R . H. 
Russell (RHR 1139); March 26, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR 
1171); April 21, 1967, R. H. Russell and R* B„ Brunson 
(RHR 1391).
Elmo Bay, Flathead Lake, T <, 24 N,, R-. 21 W. , sec. 19» 
March 20, I967, R. H. Russell (RHR 1399)«
West side of outlet, Flathead Lake, T. 22 N., R. 20 W ., 
sec. 4, March 21, I967, R. H. Russell (uncat,).
Bird Islands, Flathead Lake, T. 24 N ., R. 19 W., sec. 
30, R. B. Brunson (RBB 21.54).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
i- mile south of Wood’s Bay, Flathead lake, T. 26 N.,
R. 19 W ., sec. 29, April 30, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR 1155)*
Big Fork Bay, | mile west of Big Fork, Flathead Lake,
T. 27 N., R. 20 W., sec. 35, April 30, 1966, R. H. Russell 
(RHR 1163).
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MIS SOULA COUNTY
Seeley Lake, T. 17 N., E. 15 W., sec. 34, S, U.
August 29, 1949, G. F. Melsel (RBB 32149, I n part).
StagnlOQla emargl-nata n. asp.
MISSOULA COUNTY
Holland Lake, T. 20 N., E. 16 W., sec. 35, August 9, 
1949, L. G. Browman (RBB 30649); August 31, 1949, G. F.
Welsel (EBB 32449); Summer, 1956, D. Browman (EBB 31^56);
May 30, 1964, E, H, Russell (EHE 52?); August 28, 1965,
E. H. Russell (EHE 1193); April 24, I966, R. H, Russell 
(EHE 1193).
StagnlCQla caperata (Say)
DEEE LODGE COUNTY
100 yards north of Galen turnoff, T. 5 N., E. 9 W., 
sec. 30, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 54556).
Swamp 1-J- miles north of Galen, T, 6 N ., E. 9 W . , 
sec. 19» September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 55756).
Creek halfway between Galen and Warm Springs, T. 5 N .,
E. 9 W ., sec. 6, September 22, 1956, D« Erickson (EBB
55336).
Ditch l4' miles north of Galen, T. 6 N ., E . 9 W. , sec.
19, September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (EBB 56356).
Dempsey Creek, T. 6 N., E . 9 W., sec, 5, September 23, 
1956, D. Erickson (EBB 6l456).
POWELL COUNTY
Eoadside slough along highway 1.6 miles west of Avon,
T. 10 N., E. 8 W., sec. 29, April 3°, 1949, E. B. Brunson 
(EBB 9649).
Taverner Ranch, small dry creek bed, no other data,
April 17, 1966, E. II. Eussell (EHE 1157).
Spring seepage into Morris Creek, Helmville Eoad, T,
11 N ., E. 12 W., sec. 31, S. W . March I9, I966, E. H. 
Eussell (EHE ll46).
Garten Creek ponds, near Gold Creek, T. 10 N., R. 11 W., 
sec. 25, March 24, I966, E. H. Russell (EHE 1180).
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Carten Creek Formation, Pleistocene, T* 10 N,, E. 11 
W,, sec. 25» October 10, 1965» R. H, Eussell (EHE 1084).
GBANITE COUHTY
Swamp of oxbow, Bearmouth, T, U N . ,  E. 1 3 W., sec. 7, 
April 2, 1949, H. VJ. Newman (EBB 4349).
MISSOULA COUNTY
Spring-fed roadside pond, Potomac Valley, T. I3 N.,
E. 16 W., sec. 9» June 2, 1956, E. B. Brunson (EBB 1056);
May 11, 1958, R. B. Brunson (EBB 758); May 13, 1963, R. C. 
Lund (EBB 963); April 4, 1964, E. H. Eussell (EHE 418).
24 miles east of Missoula (Henderson, 1936, p. 118, for 
oaperata caperata).
East of Milltown (Henderson, 1936, p. 118, for â. 
caperata aaparata).
Eoadside slough and banks, Turah, T. 12 N., E. 18 W., 
sec. 1, el. 3325, April 12, 1949, R- B. Brunson (EBB 1449).
Blackfoot, T. 13 N., E. I7 W,, sec. 3, May 31, 1958,
R. B. Brunson (RBB 358).
2 miles west of Frenchtown, T. 15 N ., E. 21 W ., sec. 29, 
July 12, 1964, E. H. Eussell (EHE 600, in part).
Marshy area in Salmon Lake, 2 miles from south end, T.
15 N., E . l4 W., sec. 5, May 29, 1964, E. H. Eussell (EHE
515).
LAKE COUNTY
East end of Lindbergh Lake, T. 19 N., E, I7 W,, sec. l4, 
April 30, 1966, R. H. Eussell (EHE II85).
Flathead Lake (Henderson, 1936, p. 118 for caperata 
caperata)•
Bison Eange, no locality given, August 4, 1955 (uncat.).
Nine Pipes Eeservoir, T. 20 N ., E. 20 W., sec. 3 ,̂
July 1, 1949, H. Nelson (EBB 27449 in part).
Poison Bay, Flathead Lake Eanger Station, T. 22 N., E.
19 W ., sec. , June 10, 1956, M, Lowe (EBB 7456).
Hell-Roaring Bay, West Narrows, Flathead Lake, T. 23 N., 
E. 19 W., sec. 11, June l4, 1956, M. Lowe (EBB 6956, in part)
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Yellovj Bay, Flathead Lake, T» 24 N., R. 19 W., sec.
4, dune 26, 1959» R* H. Russell (RHR 82); April 36» 1966,
R. H. Russell (RHR Il40); March 26, 1967, R. H. Russell 
(RHR 1173)-
SANDERS COUNTY
Swampy Creek, vjest side Loneplne Reservoir, T. 22 N.,
R. 24 W., sec. 4, March 20, 196?, R. H. Russell (RHR 1354).
Roadside ditch, Camas Prairie, T, 20 N., R. 24 W., sec.
26, March 20, 196?» R. H. Eussell (RHR 1355).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
Near Swan Lake (Henderson, 1936, p. 118 for 2.» caperata 
cap.s,T,ata ) •
Flathead County, no other data, L, E. Swanson (USNM 
468507); (Taylor, et al., 1963, p. 261).
Wood*8 Bay, Flathead Lake, T. 26 N,, E, 19 W., sec.
29, April 30, 1966, R. H, Russell (RHR 1154).
Big Fork Bay, Flathead lake, April 30, 1967, R. H.
Russell (RHR II60).
Estes Lake, T. 26 N,, R. 19 W., sec. 20, July 20, 1950, 
E, B. Brunson (RBB 9750).
Slough near Mud Creek, Worth Fork Road, Glacier Na- 
tlonal Park, T. 36 N., R. 22 W., sec. 29/30, May 30, 1952,
L. H. Harvey (RBB 852, in part).
Pond near Kintla lake, Glacier National Park, T . 37
N ., R. 21 W., sec. 3I, August 27, 1957» R- B. Brunson (RBB
8957).
Dried pond, .9 mile from Kintla Lake, Glacier National 
Park, T. 37 N., R. 21 W., sec. 31» August 6, 1961, R. H. 
Russell (RHR 271).
Dried pond, 1.4 miles south of Kintla Lake, Glacier 
National Park, T . 37 N., R. 21 W ., sec. 31» August 6, I96I, 
R. H. Russell (RHR 282),
LTOCOLN COUNTY
Dry stream bed, Trego, T. 34 N ., R. 25 W ., sec. 18, 
September 5» 1959» R. H. Russell (RHR 108).
Fish Lake, Stryker, T. 34 N., R. 24 U., sec. 29, July
26, 1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 22749).
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^tagnlCQla mn-nt̂ -nmnRi R (Baker)
RAVALLI COUNTY
Ponds near Beavertail Creek, south of Darby, T, IN., 
R. 22 W., sec. 36, July S, I965, R .  H. Russell (RHR 994).
Hayes Creek, 8 miles south of Hamilton, T. 4 N., R.
21 W., sec. 3, April 25, 1912, L. E. Daniels (UMMZ 76I96, 
27799; USNH 570589» 570929); June 26, 1915» J. Henderson 
(USNN 570590); June 19» 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 848); 
October 3, I965, R. H. Russell (RHR 1181).
£.QS,a,ar.la modi ne] l.a. mod icon o (Say)
DEER LODGE COUNTY
Creek six miles west of Avon (Henderson, 1936, p. 125)
Creek halfway between Galen and Warm Springs, T. 5 H .,
R. 9 H., sec. 6, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB55456).
Pothole ^ mile south of overpass, T. 6 N ., R. 9 W ., 
sec. 20, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 59556).
Taylor Creek, T . 8 II., R. 9 V/,, sec. 32, September 5,
1956, D. Erickson (RBB 52856).
Pond 7 miles south of Deer Dodge, T. _ 7 N., R . 9 H,, 
sec. 25» September 23» 1956» D. Erickson (RBB 62756).
Warm Springs Creek, T, 5 H®, R « 10 W., sec» 24, 
September 22, 1956, D, Erickson (EBB 57456).
Pothole 100 yards south of overpass, T. 6 N., R . 9 W 
sec. 20, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 60056).
• 9
Swamp i mile south of overpass, T. 6 N ., R. 9 W ., sec. 
20, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 54156).
Creek -i mile north of overpass, T. 6 H. , R» 9 W., sec 
17, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 58556).
Creek i mile north of V/arra Springs, T, 5 W, , R . 9 W ., 
sec. 18, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 57156).
RAVALLI COUNTY
Small stream 4 miles north of Darby, T. 4 IT., R . 21 
W., sec. 23» July 19» 1965, R. II, Russell (RHR 10u6) .
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MISSOULA COUNTY
Hell Gate River (Ingersoll, I874, p. 4o6).
Bitterroot River, 6 miles south of Missoula, T. 12 N., 
R. 20 W., sec. 1, March 30, 1959, R. H. Russell (RHR 63).
Frenchtown Lakes, 18 miles west of Missoula, T. 15 N ., 
R. 21 W., sec. 29, July 4, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 600, in 
part).
Hayes Creek, southwest of Missoula, T. 12 N., R. 20 W., 
sec. 5 , July 25, 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 965).
Sloughs on Bitterroot River, Lolo Grade, T. 12 N., R.
20 W., sec. 25» 26, April 9» 1949, R- B. Brunson (RBB 949).
Along Bitterroot River west of Missoula, T. 13 N ., R .
21 W., sec. 1, April 18, 1959, T. E. Heck (RBB 2259).
SANDERS COUNTY
Noxon, T. 26 N., R. 32 M ., sec. 19, May 12, 1956,
R. B. Brunson (RBB 1556).
LAKE COUNTY
Kicking Horse Reservoir, T, 20 N., R. 20 W., sec. 25, 
September 6, 1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 23549); July 24, 1959, 
M. Mooar (MM5987); July 17, I960, R. H. Russell (RHR I38); 
May 26, 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 835).
Nine Pipes Reservoir, T. I9 N ., R , 19 W., sec. 3, July 
20, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 61111).
Creek east of Allentown, T. 19 N., R. 20 W., sec. 13,
W. B. Rowan (uncat.).
Pond in Flathead Valley, T. 20 N ., R. 19 U., sec. 31, 
August 11, 1957, M. Osher (RBB 6757, lu part).
Swan River, T. 27 N., R, 19 W., sec. 32, W. B. Rowan
(uncat.).
Ducharme, Poison Bay, Flathead Lake, T. 22 N ., R. I9 
W., sec. 22, July 4, 1965, R. H. Russell (RHR 972).
Cattails at end of Flathead Lake, T. 22 N., R, I9 W .,
sec. 5, July 12, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 6179).
Hell Roaring Bay, Flathead Lake, T, 23 N ., R. 19 W., 
sec. 32, July 16, 1956, M. Lowe (EBB 22656).
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North part of Hell Roaring Bay, Flathead Lake, T, 23 N,, 
E. 19 W., 880. 29, June 22, 1956, M. Lowe (EBB 8256).
Flathead Lake, west of Bull Island, T. 23 No, E. 20 W., 
sec. 11, July 11, 1956, M. Lowe (RBB 19556; 20156; 2O856;
21956).
FLATHEAD COUNTY
McWlnnlger Slough, Kallspell, T, 28 N., R. 21 W ., sec,
1, July 2, 1959, M. Mooar (MM 5916).
Pond near Talley Lake, T. 31 N,, E „ 23 W., sec. 15»
July 9, 1961, M. Mooar, ( m  6I65 ).
Sklles Lake, Whlteflsh, T. 31 N., E. 22 W., sec. 33» 
August 5, 1961, M, Mooar (MM 61280).
Cow Creek, beaverpond below stockyard at Whlteflsh, T.
31 N., R. 22 W., sec. 25» May 20, 1951. D. Follett (RBB 3151)
LINCOLN COUNTY
Milner Lake, west of Libby, T. 31 N., R. 33 N,, sec.
28, July 22, 196I, R. H. Russell (RHR 257).
Fossarla obrussa ohms sa (Say)
DEER LODGE COUNTY
Lost Creek, by highway, T. 5 N ., R . 9 W., sec. 6, 
September 22, 1956, D. E. lokson (EBB 58956).
Creek 3/4 mile north of Warm Springs, T, 5 N., R. 9 
W., sec. 18, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 57756).
Creek near Elliston (Henderson, 1936, p. 125)»
POV/ELL COUNTY
Slough 6 miles west of Gold Creek (Henderson, 1936, p.
125).
RAVALLI COUNTY
TIncup Creek, T. 3 N., R , 21 W., sec. 21, June, i960,
G. Rumky (RBB 3660).
MISSOULA COUNTY
East of Milltown (Henderson, 1936, p . 125)-
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Cainas Creek, northeast of Milltown (Henderson, I936,
p. 125).
Lolo Creek (Henderson, I936, p. 125).
Frenchtown (Henderson, 1936, p. 125),
O'Brien Creek, 6 miles west of Missoula, T. 13 N., R. 
21 W., sec. 25, May 7, 1964, R. H. Russell (RHR 474).
LAKE COUNTY
Spring-fed pool, 6 miles east and north of Poison,
May 26, 1965» R. H . Russell (RHR 806); March 26, 1966,
R. H. Russell (RHR II35).
Hell Roaring Bay, West Marrows, Flathead Lake, T, 23
M., R. 19 W., sec. 11, June 14, 1956, M. Lowe (RBB 6956).
Warm spring off Flathead River near Moiese, T. 18 N., 
R. 21 W., sec. 4, November 28, 1954, Tyler (RBB 4654).
Flathead Lake, Bird Islands, T, 24 N ., R . 19 W ., sec.
30, R. B, Brunson (RBB 2554).
Narrows, west of Bull Islands, Flathead Lake, July 11, 
1956, M. Lowe (RBB I8656; 20956).
Roadside pond near Biological Station south 40, T. 23 
N., R. 19 W., sec. 23, August 1, 1949, R» B. Brunson (RBB
27949).
LINCOLN COUNTY
Marl Lake southwest of Trego, T, 34 N., R, 26 W.,
sec. 3, 4, July 4, 1956, A. Martin (RBB 14756).
Lower Thompson Lake, T. 26 N ., R . 27 N., sec. 11,
July 8, 1963, M. Mooar (MM 6315)•
Fossarla nbrussa rO(1 ocki Baker
MISSOULA COUNTY
Bridge over Clearwater River, T, I7 N., R, IS W ., sec. 
17, July 22, 1962, M. Mooar (MM 62027).
LAKE COUNTY
Bond Road, creek and shallow pool at bridge, T« 2*=; N., 
R, 18 W., sec. 23, July 22, 1962, Ho Mooar (MM 62016)."
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Swan Lake, J. Henderson and H„ G. Rodeck. (UIMNH
Z38975; FCB 3545; ANSP 166255).
PQS.Sarlr̂  par va. (p, G, Baker)
DEERLODGE COUNTY
Poster Creek Road, T. 5 N., R. 12 W., sec. 20, August 
6, 1965, R. Schmidt (RHR 1051).
Pothole, 3/4 mile south of Galen, T. 6 N., R. 9 W., 
sec. 30, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 56956).
Taylor Creek, T. 6 N., R, 9 W., sec. 32, September 5> 
1956, D. Erickson (RBB 52756).
GRANITE COUI'ITY
Kitchen Creek, T, 11 N., R. 16 W., sec. 18, April 26, 
1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 55^9).
MISSOULA COUNTY
Dried pond between O’Brien Creek and Deep Creek, T.
13 N., R. 20 W., sec. 17, July 25, 1964, R. H. Russell 
(RHR 607).
LAKE COUNTY
Near falls (above slide area) above McDonald Lake,
T, 19 N., R. 19 Wo, sec. 11, May I6, 1964, E. Running Wolf
(RBB 764); April 14, 1965, D. Weaver (RHR 705); April 18,
1965, D, Weaver (RHR 720).
Eagle Pass Trail, T. 21 N ., R . 20 W., sec. 32, April 
22, 1950, E. McCurdy (RBB ?450).
LINCOm COUNTY
Wolf Creek ponds, Libby, T. 29 N., R, 29 W ., sec. 36, 
June 12, 1949, B. B. Brunson (EBB 19049).
Glen Lake, Eureka, T . 36 N ., E. 26 W ., sec. 22, August
11, 1950, R. B. Brunson (RBB 4550).
Possa.nia dalll (P. C. Baker)
DEERLODGE COUNTY
Swamp and creek, | mile south of overpass, T, 6 N ., R, 
9 W., sec. 20, September 23, 1956, D. Erickson (RBB 6O756;
54156).
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Creek halfway between Galen and Warm Springs, no other 
data, September 22, 1956, D* Erickson (EBB 55^56).
Swamp 1§ miles north of..Galen, T, 6 W., E. 9 W., sec.
19, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 55656).
Creek 3/4 mile north of Warm Springs, T. 5^*> E. 9 W., 
sec. 18, September 22, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 57756).
Dempsey Creek, T. 6 N., E. 9 W., sec. 5» September 23, 
1956, D. Erickson (EBB 61356).
Creek 3/4 mile north of overpass, T. 6 N., E. 9 W., 
sec. 17, September 23, 1956, D. Erickson (EBB 62056).
EAVALLI COUNTY
Hayes Creek, south of Hamilton, T. 4 N., E. 21 W.,
sec. 3, June 19, 1965, E. H. Eussell (EHE 848).
Cow Creek, West Fork Bitterroot Eiver, T. 2 N., E. 21
W., sec. 22, June, i960, G. Eumky (EBB 576O).
MISSOUDA COUNTY
Lolo Pass, T. 10 N., E. 24 W., sec. 11, no other data, 
(EBB 4052).
Pond 7-8 miles from mouth of Lolo Creek, T* 12 N.,
E. 21 W., sec. 35, April 3, 1948, E, B. Brunson (EBB
25848).
Slough, Bonita, T. 11 N., E. 16 W., sec. 7, el. 3544, 
April 9, 1949, H. W. Newman (EBB 3749).
Seepage area, Bass Creek Eoad, near Florence, T. 10 N., 
E. 20 W,, sec. 31, April 17, 1964, E. H. Eussell (EHE 423).
Wet meadow on side of road, 36 miles north of Clear­
water Junction, T. I9 N., E. 16 W., sec. I6, May 29, 1964,
E. H. Eussell (EHE 524).
Pond 35 miles north of Clearwater Junction, T. 19 N.,
E. 16 W., sec. 22, May 30, 1964, E. H. Eussell (EHE 530).
LAKE COUNTY
Seepage area alongside logging road, 10'miles northeast 
of Poison, T, 23 N., E. 18 W., sec. 30, June 18, 196I,
E. H. Eussell (EHE 234).
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PLAT HE AD COUNTY
Rogers Lake, Marion, T. 2 7 N*, E. 23 W., seo. 29, July 
13, 1961, M. Mooar (MM 6I89)-
In ponds along Flathead Lake near Sommers, T« 2? N.,
R. 21 W., sec. 25, July I5, 1962, M. Mooar (MM 62G14).
Estes Lake, under boards near shore, T. 26 N., R, 19 
W., sec. 20, August 7, 1957, T. E. Lee (EBB 10157).
Spencer Lake, Whlteflsh, T. 30 N,, R. 22 W., sec. 4, 
July 26, 1949, R. B. Brunson (RBB 25949).
LINCOLN COUNTY
Lost Island Lake, Marlon, T. 29 N., E, 26 W,, sec. 31, 
July 16, 1959, M. Mooar (MM 5971)î July 28, i960, R. B. 
Brunson (RBB l460).
Ponds at Pleasant Valley Junction, T. 28 N., R. 26 W., 
sec. 24, July 16, 1959, M. Mooar (MM 5979).
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APPENDIX B
SPECIES STUDIED FROM AREAS ADJACENT TO WESTERN MONTANA
Collecting trips were made into eastern Montana, Wyoming, 
Idaho, and British Columbia for the purpose of collecting 
lymnaeid snails. Most of these species were anatomically 
studied and will be illustrated in separate publications.
Only those species are listed here which do not occur in 
western Montana. The family Lancidae is considered sepa­
rately in appendix C,
Family Lymnaeidae
Genus StagnlcQla
S.» apioina
idahoerisls 
S. bwlimoidas cocksrelll
Stagrinnla apicina (Lea) (PI. VII, figs. 1?, 18).
Lymnaea apicina Lea, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., VI, p.
102, PI. 23, fig. 94, 1839.
Yellowstone River near Norris, Yellowstone National 
Park, Wyoming, July 2?> 1966, R. H. Eussell (RHR 1284).
Baker (1911) reports this species also from Yellow­
stone Lake. Henderson (1933) lists collections made on the 
Yellowstone Eiver. Baker records the subspecies solIda 
from the Salmon River, Idaho. I have not been able to 
examine s o1id a. so no opinion on this form can be given 
here.
cola idahoensls (Henderson) (PI. VII, figs. I3-I6 ).
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Lvmnaea. Idahnc^nHla Henderson, Naut., 44: 75"77» PI. 6, 
fig. 8, 1931.
Salmon River near mouth of John Day Creek, T . 26 N.,
R . IE., sec. 17j Idaho County, Idaho, August 2, 1966, R . H, 
Russell and R. B. Brunson (RHR 1285).
Salmon River near Whiteblrd, T. 28 IT., R. IE., sec.
22, Idaho County, Idaho, December 27» 1966, R . H. Russell 
(uncat.).
The type locality of this species is the Little Salmon 
River near New Meadows, Idaho. Henderson (1936) also re­
ports it from the Salmon River at Lucille, Idaho.
StagniGQla bullmoides cockerelli Pilsbry and Perrlss (PI. 
VII, figs. 20-23).
StAgnlcola bullmoides cockerelli Pilsbry and Ferriss, 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 58: 162, 1906.
Carlyle, Montana, September 24, 1947» R » B. Brunson
(RBB 44347).
Old Oxbow of Milk River, 15 miles east of Havre, Blaine 
County, Montana, July 2, 1966, R. H. Russell (RHR 1262).
East outskirts of Kevin, Toole County, Montana, July 3» 
1966, R. H. Eussell (RHR 1 2 6 9 ).
Small pothole on west side of Montana Secondary High­
way 287, 29 miles south of Choteau, Lewis and Clark County, 
Montana, July 4, I966, R, H. Russell (RHR 1275)*
22 miles east of Broadus, August 5» 1966, J. H.
Black (RHR 3353).
Reported by Baker (191I) from 5 miles south of Wibaux 
and from the Missouri River above the Falls. Henderson 
(1936) gives an additional record from a small lake 6 miles 
west of Shelby, Montana. This species is probably generally 
distributed throughout eastern Montana in potholes and tem­
porary ponds. The works of Henderson (1924, 1936) give
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several localities in southern Idaho.
Baker (1928) created the subgenus Na^nnia to include 
,S.tagnlc„Q,la, b.uiimoiaes and G,ub.ensls. Taylor, et al.,
(1963) suggest that Nasnnia possibly should not belong in 
the genus Stagnicola. but that it is closer to Fossaria 
as based on a few anatomical criteria. Weyrauch (1963) 
proposed the name Bakerillmnaaa for Nasonla. which he con­
sidered to be preoccupied. Taylor (I966) then raised 
Baker11imnaea to the generic level.
In the midst of all this taxonomic shifting, no one has 
thoroughly studied the anatomy of S. bullmoides to determine 
its precise relationships to the other species in the Bymnae- 
idae. Walter, after studying a single series of specimens, 
noted a few differences from Stagnlonla  ̂ but he stated that 
the distinguishing features are minor. Radulae from 
specimens, which I have studied, of 5. bullmoiae_s cocker­
elli collected in eastern Montana show distinctly bicuspid 
lateral teeth. Fossarla  ̂ as described elsewhere, has tri­
cuspid laterals.
For the purposes of this paper, the species bullmoiaes 
is considered to belong in the genus Stagnicola. Possibly 
the easiest solution would be to redefine the genus Stag­
nicola to include the few distinctive features of bull- 
ypnldes .
Faunal lists or distributional data for recent Lymnaeid
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snails from areas adjacent to western Montana can be found
through the following citations-
Eastern Montana 
Baker, I91I
Berry, 1913» 1916, 1919 
Cooper, I869 
Henderson, 1924, 1936
Wyoming
Baker, 1911 
Beetle, I96I
Henderson, 1924, 1933» 1936 
Taylor, et al, 1963
Idaho
Baker, 19II
Henderson, 1924, 1931» 1936 
Taylor, et al., 1963
British Columbia
Baker, 19II 
La Rocque, 1953
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APPENDIX C 
THE FAMILY LANCIDAE Pilsbry
The family Lancidae is known from most of the larger 
rivers of the Columbian system and many other coastal ri­
vers of northern California and Oregon» Anatomically, it 
is closely related to the Lymnaeidae (H. B. Baker, 1925)> 
although the shell is patelliform and the animal exhibits 
many secondary modifications which seem to be character­
istic of fresh water Basoramatophoran limpets (Hubendick, 
1956).
Little is known of the phylogenetic relationships 
between the Lancidae and the Lymnaeidae. Likewise, the 
precise relationships between the various members of the 
Lancidae are poorly understood.
Morrison (1955) has redefined the genera LA.nx and 
Fisherola (the two commonly recognized genera in the Lan­
cidae) on the basis of muscle scars and other shell features 
Fisherola appears to be restricted to the Columbia River, 
whereas lanx is found in the coastal rivers to the south 
of the Columbia » Fisherola is very possibly monobypic, the 
several described forms all belonging to the species (or 
superspecies) nut balli (Halderaan)» Morrison suggests that 
the species in the Lancidae, which are present today, may 
be relict types, each species restricted to a single river 
system and endemic to that system »
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To niy knowledge, no members of the Lancidae have been 
collected In Montana. La Rocque (1953) gives the range of 
.Lan.x (Flshqrcla) nu.t.ta,l.ll knnta-neinsis Baird as the Kootenai 
and Spokane Rivers in British Columbia, Washington, Idaho, 
and western Montana. I seriously doubt that this range is 
based upon any actual collection from western Montana. 
However, Fi sherol.a conceivably could be present in the 
Kootenai River in Montana, although I have not yet been 
able to find it,
A distributional summary of the species of Lancidae 
is given by Henderson (1929)•
Collection records, in addition to those in the liter­
ature, are:
Salmon River, mouth of John Day Creek, T, 26 N ., R.
1 E ., sec. 17, Idaho County, Idaho, August 2, 1966, R . H . 
Russell and R. B . Brunson (RHR 1286).
Salmon River, Whiteblrd, T„ 28 M ., R. I E . ,  sec. 22, 
Idaho County, Idaho, December 27, 1966, R . H. Russell (un­
cat . ).
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Map 1.
Western Montana showing major watersheds
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Map, 2 p
Western Montana showing the probable extent of the front 
of the Cord11leran Ice Sheet; Wisconsin Stage of the
Pleistocene »
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Map 3,
Western Montana showing counties
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Map 4.
Western Montana showing distribution of JLyjanafia stagnai is 
lugnianis (Say), filled circles; JL. stagnal.ls brunsonl 
Russell, open circles; and Radi% aunicularia (L.), triangles
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Map 5*
World-wide distribution of Lvumaea stagnaiis (L.). Euro­
pean distributions after Hubendick, 1951; American distri­
butions after Baker (19II), Hubendick (1951), and others.
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Map 6.
World-Wide distribution of Radix awn o . n i ( L .  ). Southern 
Asiatic forms are somewhat distinct and are not represented. 
Paleartic distributions after Hubendick (1951); American 
distributions after various authors.
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Map 7<
Distribution of Stagnloola palustrln elodes (Say), filled 
circles, and palus tris wvnmingrA-nRi s Baker, open circles
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Map 8.
Distribution of forms of .S.tagnl.c.Q.la emaT̂ gl-nata. in Western 
Montana. b.lnnay,l (Tryon), filled circles; elrndlana 
Baker, open circles; 2.- elrodi Baker and Henderson, filled 
triangles; S.. AmA.Tgi-nAtR. n. ssp., open triangles*
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Map 9»
Distribution of Stagnloola caperata, (Say), filled circles; 
and mnrtane-nsis (Baker), open circles
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Map 10.
Distribution of Fossarla modicATla (Say)
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Map 11.
Distribution of PoRRAriA. obrussa nbrnRRA (Say), filled 
circles; and E. n. rodecki Baker, open circles
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Map 12o
Distribution of g..Q.s.aa,r,la parva (Lea), filled circles; and 
JE. dalll (F. G. Baker), open circles.
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PLATE I
Pig. 1. Morphological terms used in describing lymnaeid 
shells.
Fig, 2. Generalized diagram of the genitalia of a lymnaeid 
snail.
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PLATE II
Fig. 1. Generalized radular tooth showing terms used in 
descriptions.
Figs. 2-5. Central tooth and a few teeth from one row of 
the radula of various lyranaeid snails.
Fig. 2. Lyjgoaaa ,s,tagnalls. hrn-n.gn-ni Russell. Flathead
Lake.
Fig. 3. Hadlx aurionlarla (Linne*)- Clearwater River.
Fig. 4. gtagaic.Qla bâiineyl (Tryon). Clearwater River.
Fig. 5 . Fossaria mnainAlla (Say). Bitterroot River.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PLATE III
All figures enlarged approximately 1& times.
Figs. 1-9. Lymnaea ,a..t.agnalls„ 4ug.ul,ar,l.s (Say).
Fig. 1. Roger®s Lake, Marion, Flathead County. (RHR 1^3)*
Fig. 2. Seeley Lake, Missoula County. (EBB 32149).
Figs. 3,4. Lake Inez, Missoula County. (RHR 17).
Figs. 5,6. Sloughs near Bitterroot River, 5 miles south of
Missoula, Missoula County. (RHR 812).
Fig. 7. Pond 1& miles from Kintla Lake on north side of
road, Flathead County. (EBB 3157)»
Fig. 8, Lake Inez, Missoula County. (EBB 11350).
Fig. 9. Spencer Lake, Flathead County (RHR 199).
Figs. 10,11. Lymnaea. stagnai is hrnnsnni Russell. Yellow
Bay, north of point of land.
Fig. 10. Holotype. (USMM 683584).
Fig. 11. Paratype. (UMIM 62).
Figs. 12-15. Earliy aurlcula.nl a (Linne*).
Fig. 12. Clearwater Junction, Missoula County. (EBB
31849).
Fig. 13. Harper^s Lake, Missoula County. (RHR IIO7).
Figs. 14,15= Elmo Bay, Flathead Lake, (uncat.).
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PLATE IV
All figures enlarged approximately 1-g- times.
Figs, 1-17, StiagnlQQla .pal,uatr.l,s. .al.Dd.ea, (Say),
Pigs, 1,2. Long Lake, near Eureka, Lincoln County. (EBB
490^6).
Pig. 3, Pond near Kicking Horse Reservoir, Lake County
(EBB 4356),
Pigs. 4,3= Nine Pipes Reservoir, Lake County. (RHR 9 ).
Pig, 6. Swamp near Galen, Powell County. (EBB 54256).
Pigs. 7“9= Ponds near Deep Creek, west of Missoula,
Missoula County. (RHR 6O9).
Fig, 10. Lake on Stryker Ridge, Flathead County. (EBB
12950).
Figs. 11-14. Wallace Pond, Clinton, Missoula County.
Pig. 15. Pond near Kintla Lake, Flathead County. (EBB
9157).
Fig. 16. Union Creek overflow, Potomac, Missoula County,
(RHR 734).
Pig. 17» South end Salmon Lake, Missoula County, (RHR
1066)«
Pigs, 18-21. Form wjLQmlngensIs Baker. Byrne Resort, Nim­
rod, Granite County. (RHR 424).
Pigs. 22,23. SfcagnlODla, elrodlana Baker.
Pig. 22, Holotype, McDonald Lake, Lake County.
Pig. 23. Stoney Lake, Deerlodge National Forest, Gra­
nite County. (EBB 31749),
Pigs. 24-26. S.tagnlCQla h:lnne,y.l Tryon, Junction of Clear­
water and Big Blackfoot Rivers, Missoula Coun­
ty. (RHR 381.)
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PLATE V
All figures enlarged approximately 1§ times.
Figs, 1-14, StAgnlcnlA. mlrodl Baker and Henderson,
Pigs, 1-6, Elmo Bay, Flathead Lake, Lake County. (un­
cat , ),
Figs, 7-9- Yellow Bay, Flathead Lake, Lake County.
(EHE 1171).
Figs, 10-11, Same data, (RHR 1139)-
Fig. 12, Flathead Lake, no other data, coll. M, J.
Elrod, 1897,
Figs. 13,14. Seeley lake, Missoula County. (EBB 32149, in
part).
Figs. 15-19, Stagnlcola emarglnata. n, ssp.
Figs, 15-18, Holland Lake, Missoula County. (RHR II93). 
Fig. 19- Holland Lake, Missoula County. (EBB 31456),
Fig. 20. SJtagnjjiûla la:n,a Baker, McDonald Lake,
Ronan, Lake County. (RHR 492),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PLATE VI
All figures enlarged approximately 3 times*
Figs* 1-8,
19,20* Stagnlflola caperata (Say*)
Pigs. 1,2. Union Creek overflow ponds, Potomac, Missoula
County. (EBB 963)»
Figs* 3,4* Frenchtown Lakes, Missoula County. (EHE 600).
Figs. 5,6. Carten Creek (Pleistocene), Powell County.
(EHE 1084).
Fig. 7. Yellow Bay, Flathead Lake, Lake County.
(EHE 1140).
Fig. 8. Union Creek ponds, Potomac, Missoula County.
(EHE 418)*
Figs. 19,20. Bison Eange, Lake County. (uncat.).
Figs. 9-12. Stagnicola montAnAnsiR (Baker). Packer=s
Meadow, Lolo Pass, Clearwater County, Idaho. 
(EHE 1080).
Figs. 13,14,
25-30. FQS,,aarla iP,Q.ii,loe.lIa (Say).
Figs. 13,14. Fish pond, 2 miles west of St. Eegis, Mineral
County. (EHE 9?4).
Figs. 25-27. Sloughs along Bitterroot Eiver, near Buckhouse
Bridge, Missoula County. (uncat.).
Fig. 28. Creek near Galen, Powell County. (EBB 55456).
Pig. 29. Ducharme, Poison Bay, Flathead Lake, Lake
County. (EHE 972).
Fig. 30* Kicking Horse Eeservoir, Lake County. (EBB
23549)»
Figs. 15-18* Fossarla ohrussa (Say), spring fed pond, N.E.
of Poison, Lake County (EHE 806).
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PigSo 21-24. Possaria. abr-.ussa r-odankl Baker.
Pig. 21. Clearwater Elver, Missoula County. (MM
62G27)o
Pigs. 22-23» Bond Creek, Lake County. (MM 62GI8).
Pig. 24. Bay, West Narrows, Flathead lake. Lake County
(EBB 6956, in part).
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PLATE VII
Figs. 1-12 enlarged, 5 times; figs. I3-26 enlarged 3 times.
Figs. 1-2. Foasar.la madia.alia (Say), Milner Lake, Libby,
Lincoln County. (RHR 237)»
Figs, 3-7. Fossaria par va (Lea).
Figs. 3,4. Falls above McDonald Lake, Lake County.
(EBB 764).
Figs. 5j6. Foster Creek Road, Deer Lodge County.
(RHR 1051).
Fig. 7. Glen Lake, Eureka, Lincoln County. (RBB
4550).
Figs, 8-12. FnnsAriA. dalli (Baker).
Figs. 8,9. Cow Creek trail, Ravalli County. (RBB 5760).
Figs. 10,11. Bass Creek Road, Missoula County. (RHR 423)*
Fig. 12. Logging road N. E. of Poison, Lake County.
(RHR 234).
Figs. 13-16. Sta.gni.cQla Idahoensis Henderson. Salmon River,
White Bird, Idaho County, Idaho. (uncat.).
Figs. 17,18. Stagnlcola aplcina (Lea). Yellowstone River,
south of Norris, Yellowstone Park, Wyoming.
(RHR 1284).
Fig. 19, Stagnlcola emarginata var. Tweedsrauir Park,
B. C., Canada. (RHR 726).
Figs. 20-23. Nas.onla .bullmoldes cockerelll.
Fig, 20. Carlyle, Dawson County, Montana. (RBB 44347).
Figs. 21,22, South of Choteau, Lewis and Clark County,
Montana. (RHR 1273)»
Fig,.. 23. Pond 13 miles east of Havre, Blaine County,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Montanao (RHR 1264)«
Figs» 24-26. Jj2J2x  (ElSheroJ.Fi ) nuttal 11 (Halderaan). Salmon
River, mouth of John Day Creek, Idaho County, 
Idaho« (RHR 1286).
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